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Libya Denies Assassins
Sent To Kill President
NEW YORK (AP) — Col.
Muammar Khadafy denied sending assassins to kill President
Reagan,but the State Department
claimed it has "strong evidence"
the Libyan leader is plotting the
murder of Reagan and other U.S.
officials.
Branding the Reagan administration's charges "big lies,"
Khadafy challenged the United
States to show proof of such a plot.
"If they have evidence, we are
ready to see this evidence," he
said in a television interview
broadcast live by satellite to the

Speech Team
Takes Second
With seven starters missing
from the lineup, the Calloway
County High School speech team
placed second to Harrison County
in the Henry Clay Invitational during the weekend in Lexington.
The Lakers totalled 304 points to
307 for Harrison.
Placing for Calloway were Cindy Bazzell,first, poetry,and third,
original oratory; Karen CarrawaYtl'a-st; dramatic interpretation; Karen Adams, third; prose;
Kenneth Futrell, third, boys extemporaneous speaking; and
Terry Bourland and Phil Orr, second,debate.
Also competing in the final
round were Janice Boggs, Debbie
Walker, Alan Miller, Mark
Bazzell, Vincent Alton and Evy
Jarrett.
Coached by Larry England, the
Lakers next tournament will be
Jan. 9 at Fairmont High School in
Dayton,Ohio.

United States from his office in
Tripoli.
• "We are sure we haven't sent
any people to kill Reagan or any
other people in the world, and we
want to see these big lies,"
Khadafy said on the ABC News
program "This Week with David
Brinkley."
"We want investigation, to see
the truth, and let the American
people and the Libyan people and
the Congress of America to know
the truth, rho is liar: Reagan or
Libya," he said. "I am cluilleng:
ing them. I am challenging them
to make this investigation."
"It is the behavior of
America...to assassinate me, to
poison my food, and they tried
many things to do this," he added
but gave no details.
The State Department, in a
statement released after the interview, said, "We have strong
evidence that Khadafy has been
planning the murder of American
officials both here and overseas."
The statement did not elaborate,
but said:
"We certainly hope that.
Khadafy's denial means that he
will abandon the use of terrorism
and assassination as a part of his
foreign policy. When he has stopped, we will know it."
Before the interview, ABC News
reported that U.S. intelligence has
identified the members of a fiveman assassination squad made up
of three Libyans, an Iranian and
an East German. It said the FBI
was tracking the team, and it was
reportedly armed with automatic
weapons and under Khadafy's
direct control.
Newsweek magazine said Saturday that a Lebanese terrorist who

Astociation Receives
One-Half Of Holiday Goal
The Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association's Community Need Committee has
received about half of its $1,000
holiday season goal to date.
Donations are being utilized to
support the group's Food Survival
Kit prograni. The program is an
effort to compile boxes of food that
can be shared with the needy of
Calloway County, Jay Brigham,a
spokesman for the ministerial
association said.
Food Survival Kits are replacing the Christmas basket program
sponsored by the association in
previous years.
Brigham said the effort to
gather food for the needy Li twofold:
— To seek donations of nonperishable food items through
local churches and organizations
and;
— To seek cash donations in
order to purchase food from
wholesale outlets at substantial
savings.
The food is being divided into
kits by volunteer groups. The kits
will be distributed by Need Line
well as local church groups.

Donations should be made to the
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association, earmarked for the Community Need Fund.
Checks should be sent to Dr. Jerrell White, Memorial Baptist
Church,906 Main St., Murray,Ky.
42071.
Ministerial association
members also discussed other
community needs at a meeting
this week, Brigham said. Among
those were people being evicted
from rented homes, those facing
utility cut-offs and people needing
medications.
"The Need Line association
does as much as possible to help
the many who call in for
assistance but due to the shortage
of funds and resources is- very
limited in the help they can provide'," Brigham said. Need Line
welcomes donations of food and
money to continue the programs
for the needy of the community,
he added.
The next meeting of the Community Need Committee will be
Wednesday, Dec. 9, 8:30 p.m., in
the Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church.

defected told U.S. intelligence he
was present at a meeting in Libya
six or eight wPeks ago at which
Khadafy ordered Reagan and
other top U.S. officials killed. The
Secret Service has tightened protection recently of Reagan, Vice
President George Bush, Cabinet
officials and around Capitol Hill.
Wearing a red shirt buttoned to
the neck and an embroidered blue
cape, Khadafy spoke in heavilyaccented English that was
sometimes difficult to understand.
He was helped by an off-camera
aide who occasionally suggested a
word or corrected something
Khadafy said.
Reagan, he said,is "silly and he
is not qualified to lead America as
a superpower."
"He is dying like a child," he
GETTING THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT — Robertson and Carter Elementary schools' float(top photo) was
continued, and his aide broke in to awarded top honors in the Murray Rotary Club's annual Christmas parade Saturday. Receiving second place
The parade made Its way down Main Street and
correct him:"He is behaving."
in the school division was Eastwood Christian School -below).(
"How you are silly people!" he around the court square reflecting the joys and spirit of Christmas season.(See related photos and story on
said. "You are superpower, how page 10.)
Staff Photos By Jennie Gordon
you are afraid? Oh, it is silly this
administration, and this president. America must get rid of this
administration, and fell it down,
as they did with Nixon, and elect
another respectful president to get
respect for America."
1*That man was lying to us,"
said Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, D-N.Y., acting chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, who was interviewed
on the same program.
But Moynihan said Khadafy's
demand for an investigation to
prove or disprove the charge of a
Libyan assassination plot is "a
fair request. I think something
like this should be done."
He also proposed that America
should immediately stop its purchases of Libyan oil and should
make clear that there would be
"the most severe cnilaequences"
for Khadafy and Libya if an
assassination is attempted.
"They should know it's going to
be exceeding unpleasant. We're
not going to allow a murderer to
be head of state and go about
murdering other people," he said.

Calloway High Senior Wins First
In State Oratory Competition

Christmas
Story Begins
Can a little Eskimo boy help
a lonely old Ice King? Can Santa Rescue Little Oonik from the
Angry Bear in time?
Little Oonik has angered one
of Santa's helpers. Read why in
the serialized story,"Santa and
the Ice King," beginning today
in The Murray Ledger &
Times.
The first chapter in the 15part story is on Page 2.

Jenise Boyd, Calloway High
School senior, won first place in
the original oratory competition
at the Beta Club State Convention
in Louisville, Dec. 4-6.
Because she won the state competition, Boyd gave her oration in
the final general session of the
convention. Over 2,000 people attended this year's convention.
She was also invited by the National Beta Club officials to give
her oration at the national convention in Biloxi, Miss., June 14-16,
1982. Only first place winners in
the talent divisions, oratory,
scrapbook, and state officer elections may complete or participate
at the National Convention.
Tad Dowdy placed first in the
photography exhibit. In spelling,
Carl Anderson. placed third in a
field of 15 spellers from across the
state. Trisha Clark received a
third place ribbon for her
ceramics entry. Calloway's scrapbook, Prepared by Robert Crick
and Trisha Clark, placed third.
Marie Brantley and Randy Bennett were emcees for the Quiz-

Bowl, a new competition which
was the responsibility of the
Calloway County High School
Beta Club. Calloway was responsible for writing the rules, preparing the questions and for conducting both the written and oral
rounds.
Assisting in the oral rounds
were Tim Williams, Daron
Wilson, Lisa Chaney, and Perry
Cooper, timekeepers; Raymond
Grady, Van Bucy, Christi Hale
scorekeepers,
scorekp,
and Chris
Carol Barrow and Christina
Thompson, Calloway High
teachers, asked the questions.
Judges for the oral rounds were
Superintendent Jack Rose, Assistant Superintendent Johnny
Bohannon, Assistant Principal
Billy Rue Nix, Mrs. Nix, and Joanna Sykes from Calloway. Assistant Principal Aline Hail from
Marshall County High also
assisted.
Betty Riley, Calloway County
High School Beta Club sponsor,
received a certificate in recognition of her 25 years as Beta Club

Area Farmers Voice Concern
About Program Redirection
The Calloway County Conservation District revealed today
numerous farmers are voicing
strong concern over portions of
the redirection of the U. S. Department of Agriculture's soil and
water conservation program.

GOLDEN POND — Finishing tenches are currently being applied to the Solar Modular licenelocated in
TVA's Land Between The Lakes. An open house is planned for the bone on Saturday and Sunday,December
13-13. For additional information and group tour reservations, contact Program Coordinator, TVA's Land
Between The Lakes,Golden Pond,KY 42231,telephone,(502)124-5102.
TVA Photo By Lisa Derail

years," according to Wilson.
"It is our hope to bring these
and other less controversial items
out for general discussion on
December 7 at the Murray State
University Livestock and Exposition Center beginning 6:30 p.m."
The resources Conservation Act
.Albert Wilson, board chairman, directs USDA to use public opinion
said,"People are interested in finas well, as, scientific data to appraise the natural resources on all
ding out about possible cttbacks
In technical and costshare
private land; develop a long term
program to meet identified needs;
assistance, proposed reand to evaluate progress toward
quirements for Farmers Home
achieving special specific goals
Administration loans, and the
largetblg of money and people inlealing with- soil etosion add
,to serious erosion prone areas of -upstream flood prevention.:
the state and the country."
The proposed USDA conservation program calls for redirecting
"These questions are a direct
result of the recommendations
the existing conservation pro-.
grams into areas which could
coming out of the Resources Conhamper the Nation's agricultural
servation Act process which lids
product iv it in the year's a head
been underway for the last three

1
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sponsor. Allen •McClard and Bill
Chaney gave in the state vice
president's conference a report
concerning the types and implePnentation of the service projects of the club.
Other students from Calloway
who entered contests but did not
place in the top three winners
were Trisha Clark, Darrell Overby, and Roland Conoly, Math
Team; Lisa Oswalt, special::
talent division; Robert Crick, Van
Bucy,and Lisa Oswalt,sketching,
Marie Brantley, macrame;
Trisha Clark, embroidery; Robert
Crick, oils and acrylics; and
(Continued On Page 2)

warm day
Mostly sunny windy and
warmer today. Highs in the
mid to upper 50s. Partly cloudy
tonight with lows in the mid to
upper 30s. Mostly cloudy and
cold on Tuesday. Highs in the
low to mid 40s.
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MinisterRilled, One Wounded
During Sunday Night Services
A ftw minutes later, Edmondson came back into the
church, walked towards the
altar and opened fire, Valentine said.
"He came in the front door
and just kept on walking,"
Valentine said. "He was
mumbling something. You
couldn't understand what he
was saying. He just walked
right up to the pulpit and shot.
Witnesses said at least four
shots were fired. "It was a
nightmare," said Gary Doss,
who was in the congregation
when the shooting occurred.
"Everybody started screaming. We were terrified. I
thought he was trying to shoot
everybody in the congregation.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A Baptist minister was killed
and another preacher wounded
when a man went on a shooting
spree during Sunday night services at a Nashville church, officials said.
The visiting ministers were
seated on the pulpit where the
Rev. Donald Valentine, pastor
of the Webster Memorial Baptist Church, was conducting
candlelight holiday services
when the shooting occurred,
authorities said.
The victim was identified as
the Rev. Ernie Douglas, 48, of
Nashville, who preached at an
unspecified Kentucky church.
The Rev. Clarence Covington
was treated at General
Hospital for a wound in the
arm.
Percy Edmondson, of
Goodlettsville, turned himself
in about an hour after the
shooting, police said. He was
Kentucky State Police report
charged with one count of that at least nine people were killmurder and one count of ag- ed in weekend traffic accidents on
gravated assault and was being Kentucky highways, raising the
held without bond, police said.
1981 traffic death toll to 774.
Valentine said that about
The 1981 figure is 12 ahead of the
midway through the service, 762 recorded through this date last
Edmondson left his seat and year.
went to the back of the church
Michael D. Powell, 27, and
where he began arguing with Rebecca Swafford, 26, both of
someone in the kitchen.
Newport, were killed Sunday

congregation."
About an hour after the
shooting, Edmondson walked
into Brent Bonding Co. and surrendered, Clarence Alsup,
employee of the company,said.
"He just walked in and he
stuck the gun in my stomach,"
Alsup said. "He said, 'I just
shot a man and want to turn
myself in.'
'He was emotional, he didn't
really know what he was doing.
He just said he put up with it as
long as he could. He said,'I just
took it as long as I could stand
it.'"
Alsup said Edmondson told
him he stopped at the bonding
company because it was the
first place he saw.

State Police Report Nine
Killed During Weekend

Beta Club...
(Continued From Page 1)
Kevin Hopkins, woodworking.
In addition to students already
listed, students who assisted in the
Quiz Bowl were Lori Windsor,
Melissa Manning, Tina Housden,
Lynne Cothran, Melissa Paschall,
Can Price, Joey Zinkovich,
Teresa Dick,and Cindy Tucker.
Students and adults from
Calloway County who attended the
first National Beta Club Convention in Orlando, Fla., last summer
received certificates of participation. They were Lynne Cothran,
Trisha Clark, Darrell Overby,
Louis Zimmerman, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Rue Nix, Trip and John Paul
Nix,and Mrs. Riley.
State offices elected were David
Friedersdorf, Tates Creek High,
Lexington, president; James
Coomber, Barren Co., Glasgow,
vice president; and Sheryl Anne
Stevens, Russell High, Ashland,

secretary.
Assistant Principal Nix of
Calloway and Assistant Principal
Hail of Marshall County High
School are members of the state
council, the governing body of the
Kentucky Beta Clubs. Principal
airiv.:Pisa of Trigg County High
was elected to the Council.
The Beta Club is a leadershipservice organization which
recognize academic achievement.
Only students who have a B
average or above are extended an
invitation to join the club.
The Calloway County School
System has Junior Beta Clubs at
the Middle School and for
freshmen at the high school. Only
sophomores, juniors, and seniors
are invited to join the senior Beta
Club and only senior Beta Clubs
can participate in the state and
national conventions.

when their car ran off a rural road
in Campbell County. No other
details were available.
Henry J. Jones, 26, of Chenda in
Whitley County, was killed Sunday when he was struck by a vehicle while walking along Interstate
75 about five miles south of
Williamsburg. No other details
were available.
Tillman Charles, 52, of
Louisville, died early Sunday of
injuries received Saturday night
in a two-car accident at Poplar
Level and Fern Valley roads in
Jefferson County.
James David Grothues, 25, of
San Antonio, Texas, was killed
Saturday in a two-vehicle collision
about a half-mile west of Lick
Creek on U.S. 460 in Pike County.
Henry Lawrence Faulkner, 57,
of Lexington, was killed Saturday
night in a two-car collision on a
downtown Lexington street. .
Mason E. Robinson, 57, of
Uniontown, was killed Saturday
when the car in which he was
riding ran off Kentucky 360 about
four miles east of Uniontown.
David Harris, 16, of Edmonton,
was killed Saturday when the car
in which he was a passenger collided with another car on Kentucky 163 south of Edmonton in
Metcalfe County.
Archie Fugate, 59, of Drift, was
killed Friday in a two-car crash on
Kentucky 15 at the northern limits
of the city of Hazard in Perry
County.

Over 11/2 million
Kentuckians
have come
to the same
conclusion.

What's more, Blue Cross and Blue Shield
members have the added advantage of
carrying the card that's honored throughput
the country. So even when you,travel you
have the peace of mind of knowing you can
get health care services anywhere you go.
In recent years, we've introduced practical,

cost-saving benefits like outpatient coverage
and same-day surgery coverage—ways that
help hold down the costs of health care for
all of us.
Since our claims are normally filed by
hospitals and physicians and payments are
made directly, our members are usually free
from time-consuming paperwork.
If you'd like to find out more about the
pre-paid health care plans that so many
Kentuckians have come to depend upon,
write us. Just clip and fill out the coupon
and we'll get the benefits story to you right
away.
We think you'll come to the same conclusion
1 1/2 rrillion other Kentuckians have: Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky.

e
Complete and mail to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville. KY 40223
am interested in learning more about Blue Cross and Blue
Shield quality pre-paid health carp plans
Name
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Blue Cross
BlueStield
DeltaDental

Address
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by Lucrece Beale CHAPTER ONE

A LONG WINTER
In Northern lands near the
top of the world Christmas
comes in the wintertime.
In Southern lands near the
bottom of the world it is
differenr There Christmas
comes in summer.
In June, July and August,
Northern children swim and
picnic and walk barefoot in the
woods. But during these very
same months Southern
Hemisphere children ride sleds
and skate and wear gloves
every day. For these children
summer doesn't come .until
December and Christmas itself
often comes on the hottest day
of the year.
There is, of course, a
scientific explanation for this
strange state of affairs and you
have probably heard this
explanation and accepted it as,
very properly, you should.
But some folk say there is
another reason, not at all
scientific, why December
comes in summer near the
South Pole while at the same
time coming in the winter at
the North Pole. If you can
believe these folk it is all
because of Santa Claus and
Oonik, the Eskimo boy, and the
way the two of them long ago
tamed the Ice King of the
North.
Here is the story they tell:
Once upon a time, in a far
away Northern land, there
lived a little Eskimo boy
named Oonik. He lived with his
family in an Woo on the edge
of the Arctic Sea.
Nearby there were eight
other igloos where other
families lived. Together they
formed an Eskimo village.
The Eskimos were hunters.
- In
nted seal
and walrus and polar bear. In
the summer, when their snow
houses melted and gr.ass
covered the land they hunted'
reindeer and rabbi t and birds.
One year it seemed that the
winter was colder than anyone
could ever remember. The icy

Oonik lived in an igloo on the edge of the Arctic Sea.

winds blew all the time and the
snow drifted high over the
village. Sometimes, when
Oonik and his father returned
home from hunting they had
trouble finding the door to
their own home because it was
buried in new-fallen snow.
And sometimes the cold was
so intense that all the villagers
stayed in their snow houses for
weeks at a time.
The worst part of it was that
the hunting was poor for even
the seal and the polar bear did
not wish to come c t in such
weather. So food ran low in the
village and Oonik was often
lucky to have even one hunk of
frozen seal blubber as his only
meal of the day.
One day as the family sat
together in the igloo Oonik's
father said, "The days are
beginning to be longer than the
nights and the Spring Moon
shines in the sky. That means
winter is over and soon the ice
will melt, birds will fly and
flowers will gi-ow."
"And we w•ill trail reindeer
in the hills!" cried Oonik rolling
over and throwing his arms

around his dog, Keotuk.
"I can hardly wait," said his
sister Popik. "Oh, it will be
good to live in our summer
tents and hunt for bird eggs in
the grass!"
'And we will be warm
again!" cried their mother.
"Oh, I will be glad when this
miserable winter is gone!"
But weeks went by and May
came and June and even July
passed by and still the icy
winds blew and the snow piled
higher and even the hunters'
sleds froze to the ice and it was
a job to move them at all.
Then the Eskimos were truly
frightened. They went to the
igloo of Miski, the wise man of
the village.
"What has happened" they
cried. "Why has summer not
come?"
Old Miski sucked in his
ancient cheeks and stared at
the ground. Then he said,"The
Ice King of the North is very
angry. To placate him we must
have a festival in his honor.
Then the icy. winds will stop
and summer will come to
Eskimo land."
Next: The Festival"

Japanese Bombing At Pearl Harbor
Still Remembered 40 Years Later
PEARL HARBOR,Hawaii(AP)
How did he feel about the tional Park Service shows a
historical film of the attack and its
— With private thoughts of war
mission?
and of peace, they come —
"When you are in the military, place in World War II, drawing
American and Japanese alike —
you have to follow your orders upon news footage for part of it.
After one showing, a young man
to remember the day President
whether you like it or not," he
Franklin D. Roosevelt said would
said. "Our mission was to attack asked why no effort had been
made to recover the bodies of the
"live in infamy."
Pearl Harbor."
Forty years have passed since
Bando was 24 then. Now robust Arizona crew. Ranger Pete
Japanese bombers pierced the
and animated at 64, he recently Yoshihara replied that the Navy
early Sunday morning clouds over
retired from an insurance com- tried, but explosive, poisonous
Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, to drop
pany and is filming his memoirs gases forced it to abandon the effort. Two divers were killed.
the deadly load that blasted
for a Japanese television station.
Privately, some visitors ask the
America's Pacific fleet and ig"That guy was doing his job like
nited a generation's patriotism.
I was doing mine," said another rangers why Japanese tourists
The billowing black clouds, the recent survivor, speaking not are allowed to come back, and
thud of armor-piercing bombs and
specifically of Bando, but of his what they must be thinking.
"I guess they all have their own
the rattling percussion of anti- Japanese enemy in general.
inner
feelings," said park
aircraft fire live only in the
Horst "Fred" Garbuschewski
technician
Fred Kukonu, unofmemories of those who survived
was at the memorial on a Tuesday
the attack, which brought the afternoon, proudly wearing the ficial historian of the memorial.
"The older ones remember
United States into World War II.
hat and shirt of the Pearl Harbor
what
happened that morning. It's
But the day of history is not Survivors Association, and telling
forgotten. A graceful white his story to those who cared to just like us going to Hiroshima or
Nagasaki. How would you feel?"
memorial straddles the submerg- ask.
ed hull of the USS Arizona, with
Garbuschewski was 21 years old
the names of 1,177 dead crewmen, on Dec. 7, 1941. He was tuning up
most still buried within the ship, his clarinet for the Sunday call to
engraved on its marble wall.
colors aboard the USS California
It stands where the Arizona's when he spotted the Japanese
mangled turrets once juttcd from Zeros.
A wallet containing $100 in cash
oil-slicked waters and the USS
One pilot came so close, he said,
and
two credit cards was taken
Oklahoma wallowed on its side, its he could have hit him with a
air pockets a living hell for men baseball. A piece of shrapnel hit from an unlocked room at the
who survived up to 17 days.
the back of his neck, but was Murray Holiday Inn Sunday night,
according to Murray police
The memorial — near the shore deflected by a gas mask canister.
reports.
of Ford Island in the middle of the
"Disaster! That's what I
The wallet was owned by Nancy
harbor — honors the 2,341 thought," he said. "1 could see the
D. Bock, Paducah, reports said.
American servicemen who lost Arizona burning."
their lives in the attack. Navy
Hit in the forward magazine by She reportedly said she thought
records list 68 civilian casualties a Japanese bomb, the Arizona her door was locked when she left
as well.
sank in 38 feet of water, its crew her room.
Persons involved in the incident
The only other ship still on the dead where they lay. Fuel still
could
be charged theft by unlawful
harbor bottom, the battleship seeps from its submerged tanks,
Utah,lies just off the opposite side its eerie'sheen dispersed by the taking, reports said.
In an unrelated incident, two
of the island. It is commemorated waves.
Murray State Uniyersity students
with a shoreside plaque and
For some of Garbuschewski's
were charged with third-degree
flagpole.
listeners, the Arizona Memorial
criminal
mischief., for allegedly
Navy boats shuttle nearly 2,500 differs little from monuments to
tampering with a car parked in
visitors a day from the National battle at Gettysburg or Saratoga.
the lot between Franklin and
Park Service's new visitor center
But others remember a radio
to the memorial; mostly announcer breaking into the Richmond Halls, reports said.
Charged were Robert Eckman,
Americans and Japanese sharing Dodgers-Giants football game to
18, and Greg Blemker, 21, reports
remembrance
World
of
War
the
in
flash news of the Japanese attack.
added. The car was owned by NorIT as they shared in its sacrifice.
They remember the "initial man W.
Fuchs.
never
have
imagined it defeat and ultimate victory" that
"I could
40 years ago," said one recent architect Alfred Preis expressed
visitor, Makato Bando, a symbolically in the memorial's
The Murray Ledger & Times
Japanese Zero pilot who par- form.
(IISPS31110)
ticipated in the attack.
"The structure sags in the
The
Murray
ledger & Times is pubiisbexpect
to
not
myself
did
"1
center, but stands strong and ed every afternoon
Sunda_ya, July
return (from that mission)," he vigorous at the ends," Preis 4, Christmas Day, except
New Years Day and
Thanksgiving
Day by Murray
said. "I left my parachute behind. wrote. "At low tide, as the sun
Newspapers Inc., 106 N. 4th, Murray,Ky.
All of the pilots left their shines upon-the hull, the barnacles 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
parachutes behind."
which encrust it shimmer like ray, Ky 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
Bando's attack group followed gold jewels...a beautiful
served by carriers, MIS per month,
the first Zeroes to strike Pearl sarcophagus."
payable in advance,By mail in Callissaer
otty and to Benton, Hardin, Ma
.pe
Harbor. "Because the fire -eo
,
Dedicated in 1962, the Memorial
Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky., and Parts,
already had gone, when we came was built from government and Buchanan
and Puryear, Tn., $3410 per
over ...ships were burning, private funds, including proceeds year.. By mail to other destinations ps1.30
hangars were burning....Most of from Elvis Presley's 1961 benefit per year
To reach all departments of the
the planes were already damag- "concert.
pewspaper phone 733-1010
through
said
an
he
ed,''
To bring back a sense of the
interpreter.
world moving toward war, the Na-

Wallet Stolen
From Motel Roam

They've selected Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky for their health care coverage.
And no wonder. We're the leader in providing
better benefit programs to meet today's cost
of health care.
We offer a range of programs to cover
families, individuals, students and Medicare
Supplement Plans. In addition, since a long,
sustained illness could mean financial
catastrophe to many, we offer $250,000
Major Medical coverage.
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Deposed officials Inside report
by rowland evan and robert novak
could probably
use a guidebook Officials believe Department sabotaged
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some day, perhaps, a
deposed government official will write a little
guidebook for his successors to consult in times of
trouble. Richard V. Allen could have used one.
There is a pattern in controversies like that surrounding President Reagan's national security adviser, and the lessons of one administration never
seem to register on the next.
No set of instructions is going to avoid such problems; they go with the territory. But once
something happens that raises a cloud or suggests a
conflict of interest, the subject of inquiry and his
defenders could,at least,avoid making it worse.
That is what has happened in the Allen matter.
It began as an inquiry over an unreported and,
Allen says, forgotten. $1,000 honorarium for a
Japanese magazine interview with Nancy Reagan.
It has raised other questions about Allen and the
consulting business he,sold when he joined the
White House staff.
It is entirely possible that there is less to the
whole business than meets the eye'in public print.
One Justice Department official, a career man with
no special tie to the administration,suggests that it
has been overblown from the beginning.
Part of the problem is disclosure on the installment plan. When inforrnation'about such a matter
comes out bit by bit, with new disclosures every day
or two,the case lives on,and flourishes. •
That's what happened in the summer of 1977,
when Bert Lance, President Carter's budget adviser, was under investigation for his practices as a
Georgia banker. Lance resigned after weeks of
controversy. His departure probably was inevitable. But the serial disclosure system made it
all worse.
The expert on that would be Richard M. Nixon,
who could have taken Watergate at one big dose. Instead, Nixon and his advisers chose what John D.
Ehrlictunan called "a modified, limited hangout."
As a result, the administration took poison on the installment plan.
Allen's problems are not in the same league, and
he has moved to stem the persistent installments by
answering reporters' questions following several
week of silence.
Allen finally stepped aside, on an administrative
leave of absence, while investigators sort out his
• role in accepting the honorarium.
• His troubles could have been minimized had
everything come out at once: the tardilyireported
honorarium, the gift wristwatches, the sale of his
consulting bu,siness to a former Reagan adviser
with continuing monthly payments.
Instead, one revelation followed another, until
Allen said he had made a mistake in not reporting
the honorarium to the White House counsel's office.
At the same time, he said the sale of his consulting
firm had been finalized and there were no more
monthly payments due him.
The guidebook, if there were one, would tell the
embattled official of a future administration to
• check every angle, get the whole story and tell it all
• at once. If it's bad, it isn't going to get any better.
And in any event, stringing it out can only make it
worse.

WASHINGTON — Outrage prevailed at the White House and Pentagon
Nov. 17 when a New York Times
dispatch that morning undercut, 24
hours before its delivery, President
Reagan's dramatic call to clear
missiles out of Europe.
"It's State Department sabotage,"
one senior policymaker told us. The
Times quoted "high-ranking administration officials" — clearly
from the State Department — assaying the president was "prepared to
accept more limited agreement"
than the total clearout of missiles he
proposed. In truth, such a fallback
negotiating stance was specifically
rejected by Ronuld Reagan after
vigorous internal debate.
The spectacle of Reagan's State
Department ignoring his decisions is
nothing new. The president's opposition to the Soviet Yamal natural gas
pipeline never has been translated into action. Less successfully, State
Department functionaries tried to
Carterize the president at the Cancun
sununit.
While Secretary of State Alexander
Haig is slandered by the deft as a
missile-rattling Dr. Strangelove, his
critics at the White House and Pentagon indict him for softening
Reagan's decisions. None accuse
Haig of the disloyalty to Reaganism
displayed by David Stockman. They
complain, rather, that Haig stubbornely refuses to accept presiden-

tial decisions that go against him and
his department.
The more basic problem is why the
State Department takes those positions. Career bureaucrats in Foggy
Bottom, who were not replaced by
Reaganites last January, remain to
initiate policies they made under
Jimmy Carter. In each case of "State
Department sabotage," a careerist
pulls the trigger.
In the case of the president's European nuclear policy, the State
Department professional involved
would not even be at his post in a
more orderly administration. David
C. Gompert is listed by the State
Department as deputy assistant
secretary for European affairs, but
the White House claims that is a
bogus portfolio. "I don't know what
Gompert is," a White House aide told
us, "but he is definitely not deputy
assistant secretary."
Gompert was named to the post by
the State Department earlier this
year, but was disapproved by the
White House."Gompert would be far
more at home in a Kennedy or Mondale administration," one Reaganite
policymaker explained to us. Disapproval or not,-Gompert has performed that key job in the department's
European bureau without anybody
taking remedial action. As such, he is
in back-channel communications
with counterparts in European
foreign ministries, seeking a flexible

Western negotiating position on
medium-range missiles.
Tht• State Department position,
however, was rejected by Reagan,
who instead decided on the -zero option" to remove all Soviet missiles in
return for non-placement of U.S.
missiles. So,the day before Reagan's
most important foreign policy
speech. The New York Times
reported a fallback position by the
president that in fact he had rejected.
Angered Reaganite officials felt it
was no coincidence that the Times
account incorrectly reporting the
Gompert position as Reagan's was
written by Leslie H. Gelb. Before
returning to the Times, Gelb was a
Carter administration State Department policymaker advocating flexiblei negotiating positions, with one
BaVid C. Gompert as his enthusiastic
deputy.
Similarly, Robert Hormats,
another career bureaucrat who
nimbly skipped from a senior post
under Carter to assistant secretary
for economic affairs under Reagan,
is accused by Reaganites in the administration of paying mere lip service to Reagan's decision against the
Yamal pipeline. In defiance of the
president's order,, there was no
serious effort to. dissuade the Germans from contracting for Soviet
natural gas or the Japanese from
selling equipment to Moscow for the
pipeline's construction.

Looking back
Ten years ago—
The Murray Lions Club had
donated $J,900. for purchase and installation of physical education
equipment at Murray Middle School.
Twenty yeas ago—
The Murray Sanitation System was
now in operation with two modern
compaction type trucks being used
by the system to collect waste from
business houses and residences in the
city.
Ernie Bailey, Mary Ann Crawford,
Judie Culpepper, Jerri Johilson, Ken
Sinclair, Janis Southard, Arita Story,
Ed Thomas, Judy Thomas, Darwin
Weatherford and Sue Whitt of Murray College High School made a
perfect score on an arithmetic test,
an area wide test sponsored by National Office Management Association.
Thirty years ago—
Cpl. William A. Wilson, Rt. 3,
Hazel, had been awarded Infantryman badge, a symbol of close
quarter fighting with the enemy
while serving with First Cavalry
Division in Korea.

Letter to editor

Gifts requested
for patients
at Western State
Dear Editor:
Christmas takes on a new meaning
when you work with the patients at
Western State Hospital. You enjoy
planning ahead for the holiday
season and the excitement increases
right up to Christmas Eve. We count
on the support of old friends and hope
to add new ones each year.
We need entertainment for the patients, groups to sponsor ward parties and friends to send gifts and
money for canteen books for the
nearly 500 men and women who come
from the forty-two counties in
Western Kentucky.
Will you make a contribution,send
gifts or sponsor a ward party at the
hospital this year? Please contact
Margaret Riley, Coordinator of Community Relations Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville, 42240 or call
886-4431, extension 431. Please share
the joy of Christmas with these
special people.
Margaret C. Riley
C6ordinator,
Community Relations
Western State Hospital

Miiiray Ledger 8r Times
• Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger 8g:Times is a member
Associated Preis, Kentucky Press Associa_tipn and Squthe.rn Newspaper Pultaberg
Association, •
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Tines and other AP Newt.

Less adept but more flagrant was
State's effort to change Reagan's
Third World position at Cancun from
free-market
advocacy to bigbrother subsidy. A State Department
draft of the president's Cancun
remarks was described by an irate
Treasury memo-writer as taking
positions that "most closely resemble the essential themes and approaches of the previous(Carter administration."
No sooner had that end run been
turned back than another was
discovered: a "secret" cable to all U.
S. Embassies that, contradicting the
president's decision, favored "meaningful global negotiations in New
York." Its author was another State
Department careeriest, named
Charles F.' Meissner, who as U.S.
special negotiator for
economic
matters holds exactly the same job
under Reagan that he did under
Carter.
When discovered a few days later,
Meissner's cable was rescinded. But
nobody can guess howfrequentlysuch
sabotage succeeds. Not even Lyndon
B. Johnson could make sure his
edicts went into effect, and Ronald
Reagan does not even try. Having
failed to staff the State Department
with Reaganauts, the president must
depend on career civil servants who,
whether_ or not they are outright
saboteurs, have little affinity for his
policies. ii

Requirements for medical coverage
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
revive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addresed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
both have Medicare coverage. We
were discussing some of the benefits
with some friends, who have told us
that very few people qualify for
Medicare coverage in a skilled nursing facility . or nursing home. We
thought that you automatiCally
received 100 days of coverage in a
skilled nursing facility. If oor friends
are correct and we are wrong, why is

it that few people qualify? K.R.
ANSWER: There are six basic requirements for receiving Medicare
coverage in a skilled nursing facility.
They are:
•
I. Your medical care needs require
daily skilled nursing care or skilled
rehabilitation services;
2. A doctor determines that you
need skilled nursing or rehabilitation
services and orders such care for
you;
3. You have been in a participating
hospital.(Medicare approved) for at
_least three days in a row before your
admission to the skilled nursing
facility;
4. You are admitted' wiihin a
limited period, generally 14 days
after you leave the hospital;
5. You are admitted for further

treatment of a condition for which
you are treated in the hospial; and, '
6. The skilled nursing - facility ,is
Medicare approved.
The reason that most people do not
,,qualify for Medicare coverage in a
skilled nursing facility is the fact that
Medicare does_nqt cover custodial
care. Most people enter a skilled nursing facility for just this type of care.
Custodial care is considered to be
care that could be provided by
members of the patient's family or
by periodic visits from a home health
agency. Custodial care includes
feeding, bathing, helping the patient
to walk,etc.
Even though some patients may
meet all the requirements and
receive Medicare coverage in a skilled nursing facility, they rarely

receive the full 100 days of coverage.
Their case is constantly under
review, and once the review board
feels that the care necessary could be
provided at home, the patient's
Medicare coverage is terminated.
Many times, the patient still cannot
care for themselves and or the family
feels that the patient will receive the
best care in the skilled nursing facility. When the review board decides
that Medicare coverage is terminated, the patient may still remain
i the nursing facility, but at his or the
family's expense.

GiReAF1F111'1
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Today in history
the U.S embassy in Tehran
Today is Monday,Pec. 7, the 341st
reaffirmed their demand that the
day of 1981_ There are 24 days
ousted Shah be returned to Iran as a
remaining in the year.
condition for the American hostages'
Today's highlight inhistory:
release.
On Dec. 7, 1941, Japan bombed
Pearl Harbor, sending the United
ago: An, unmanned
Statei into World War II_
.
• Soviet space capsule was sending
1111953, David Ben-Gurion resigned • radio and television signals back
as premier of Israel.
from the planet Mars.
In..... 1974. Archbishop _Makarios
Five years ago; The.U.N.Security:
returned to Cyprui after five months
Gouncil approved Kurt Waldheim for
in 'exile, saying -le would pardon
a second five-year term as
those who had plotted his overthrow.
Secretary-General '
And in 1979, thilitants occupying
One year ago: The Whitc House

charged the Soviet Union had cwopleted preparations for possible intervention in Poland, where labor
unrest threatened the Communist
regime's stability.
Today's birthdais: Actor Eli
Wallach o. Cf; years old Actress Ellen'
Burstyn is 49. And baseball- star
Johnny Bench is 34
Thought For Today. 1 miteit fight if
I -would win Anythinrwiirlli having
is worth fighting for.. - Viscount
Nelson, British naval commander
(1758-180:J1

_
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Down Concord Way

YourIndividual
Horoscope

Writer Reminisces OfFormer Days
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
The postmistress at
Hamlin, Mrs. Jake Claxton, brightened my day
by calling to thank me for
my Concord column,
although at her location
near Pine Bluff Shores,
she should be writing.
Since being "home
bound" gratefully), I am
"out of touch" with my
surroundings, but having
met a few church going
newcomers living on the
lake I realize "there's
gold in them there hills."
The rural churches
welcome out-of-state people. Guy Lovins, unable
. to attend church after

.surgery, appreciated a
newcomer, Mr.
Templeton from
Carolina, visiting him
from his cottage in Crappie Hollow near Otis
Lovins. Other fine people
live down there.
I learned on a rare visit
to Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church for an
enjoyable Thanksgiving
service by the Rev.
Thomas Small and his
talented wife, in addition
to many regular church
goers from lake sites,
newcomers,the Piersons,
live near me at the Hazel
Patterson home and attend Good Shepherd.
Mrs. Patterson and
Mrs, Esther Sigmon now

live in the new Wesley
Village apartments
heated by solar energy on
the lake near Aurora.
After three years, a
former roommate who
was in Lourdes Hospital
with me, Mrs. Linda
Wallis, visited me while
her daughter, a university student, was in
Murray-Calloway County
Hospitager an appendectomy.
I can never forget the
friendship of that
stranger.
•
The coming holidays
will, as usual, be sad to
many because of vacant
chairs.
From three Concord

date book
ucni speaker

The lineup is as directed the recreation.
Other members pr
follows:
Dr. Glen Hendren will
Court One — Kathy sent were Charlene Curd,
be guest speaker at the Young, Vickie Baker, Ola McIntosh, Fausti
- United Campus Ministry Janie Ryan and Janice Walker and Mary Alic
luncheon Wednesday. Howe.
Gee.
Hendren, a member of
Court Two — Frances
lesson
the Professional Studies Hulse, Leisa Faughn,
Department at Murray Marilyn Adkins and Mug Jean Cloar, county exState University, will Rigsby.
tension agent in home
speak about "The
Persons needing a economics, presided at
• Physically Disabled."
substitute may call Gaye the November meeting
UCM luncheons are Haverstock or Annie of the New Concord
each Wednesday from Knight.
Homemakers Club at
12:30 until 1:20 p.m. in the
• home of Mrs. Curtice
Ohio Room of University
club nieeting Cook who presided due
Center, room 304. Coffee
to the recent death of
Della Taylor was Mrs. Charlie
is furnished by the
Stubministry, and food may hostess for the November blefield, president and
meeting
of Paris Road the illness of
be purchased in the tea
Mrs.
room or cafeteria and Homemakers Club at her Timothy Graves, vice
taken to the Ohio Room, home. A • lesson on president.
Members elected Mrs.
on the third level, for the "What's New In View of
the Window" was Cook as president.
• luncheon program.
Reports were given by
The luncheons are for presented.
Devotional thoughts Mrs. Ed Davis, cultural
students, faculty, and interested persons from the were given by Sally Han- arts, Effie Edwards,
surrounding community. son. Margaret Roach, secretary and Opal
president, presided. Bar- Moody,landscape.
bara White, Robbie
tennis li9e1.11)
A lesson about "Crime
Blalock and Alice Steely, Prevention" was
Group B of Ladies Ten- gave reports on Purchase presented by Mrs. Ray
nis Murray Country Club Area meeting in Manley.
will meet at 9 a.m. Thurs- Paducah.
Twelve members and
day, Dec. 10 at home of
Gifts were wrapped for two visitors, Cloar and
Vickie Baker to drive to patients at Western State Ester Eckert, were preKenlake Tennis Center.
Hospital. Topsy Brandon sent.

homes, Miss Maud
Nance, Mrs. Louise Patterson, and Mrs. Rowena
Stubblefield are gone
As we count blessings,
we are fortunate who do
not have to brave traffic
to visit far away loved
ones.
The Lloyd Spicelands of
Dearborn, Mich., have
been here for weeks
because of the illness of
90-year-old Mrs. Ploma
Murphey.
Many college students
and teachers will be on
the roads.
Two of Otis Lovins'
grandsons, one from
Wisconsin, the other from
Centre College, plan
visiting their arthritic

FrommIn&
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the old New Hope Riad kind of day will tomer- contact now.
Methodist Church and row he? To Bad out what the LIMA
now live in those rooms dart my, read the forecast (Sept UtoOct.n) laen
III-conceived plans collo
they have filled with anti- giVen far Mr birthSCA
backfire.
Do not be so eager ti
I listened to a radio talk ques and collector's
overextend credit. Scrutinies
items.
show one Saturday at 9
documents carefully beton
AR=
p.m. on WLAC, Memories ae (Mar.21 to Apr.19) 111.
14 signing anything.
Nashville, on ,which souvenirs, which, if Spending could get way out SCORPIO
callers from different precious,can certainly be of hand now. Double check the (Oct.23to Nov.21) //WV
states told of memories of life savers in the winter of cost of legal advice. Do not get Close ties will raise objecbygone days. Then life. When lines of a poem into anything above your tions if you spend too much on
yourself. A friend could be
families prayed together accusingly remind those bead.
somewhat antagatatic with a
TAURUS
and stayed together bet- in rocking chairs:
dear one.
(Apr.20toMay7S)
ter than they do now.
"So here hath been A partner may be somewhat sAc.rrrAatus
)1voii0
One person told of mak- dawning another blue reddens or careless. It's not (Nov.22to Dec.21)
the best time to push your per- Be close mouthed,aa others
ing popcorn balls for day.
sonal
Interests. Romance re- are prone to gossip. A day
Wilt
Say,
Thou
let it slip
Christmas. Calls then
dreaming attitude could in
re
ar
Thi
ptiitience.
came for the recipe. 'useless away."!do.
teeters with work accomplish.
Many were hungery for
"Man's. no fool to give (May 21 to June 30) 1114
*. ment. Avoid distractions.
old time simplicity.
up things he cannot keep
Do not take on an assign- CAPRICORN
A. 0. Woods and wife,
To get things he cannot ment, unless you're certain (Dec.21 to Jan.19) 111
Maggie, have renovated lose."
that you can complete it Don't tnist your intuitior
satisfactorily. Peace and quiet about a romantic matter ai
offsets inner stress.
your imagination could gc
overboard. Eacapisn should
CANCER
be avoided now.
(June 21 to July 72) e
smoking,Hodge said.
Assisting in the plan Social life could lead to self- AQUARIUS
indulgent behavior and this (Jan.20 to Feb.18) —
Statistics indicate 80 will be Richard Blalock, will be detrimental to
either You could be neglectful
internal
also
M.D.
an
percent of the thousands
health or pending work obliga- about a domestic or career
of people who participate medicine specialist, and tions.
matter. Friends and family
in the plan quit smoking Lori Buchan, R.D., LEO
don't mix favorably now.
during the program, clinical dietitian at the (July 23to Aug.72)
Watch impulsive moves.
Close ties tempt you to PISCES
Hodge said. A year later, hospital.
50 percent have not gone The public is invited to disregard work respon- (Feb.19to Mar.20) )(C
back to smoking,she add- attend the program. Per- sibilities. You'd do well to Listen carefully, as a
sons can pre-register by avoid gambles. Be skeptical of misunderstanding could occur
ed.
with a higher-up. Keep your
proposals.
The program is a series calling the hospital public outlandish
VIRGO
composure
when others are
of 90-minute sessions with relations department at (Aug.23toSept.72) WP%, aggravated. Remain calm.
films and group therapy. 753-5131 extension 338. A Others are prone to exagDan Miller, M. D., $3 registration fee will gerate. Family may raise ob- YOU BORN TODAY work
specialist in internal cover materials provided jections to a travel plan. Be best when inspired. A natural
less critical of those whom you money maker.
medicine, will present a each particiliant.
portion of the program.
granddad.
Another grandson, Eric
Lovins, attends Murray
State University.

Stop SmokingPlan Scheduled
A five-day plan to stop
smoking is scheduled at 7
p.m. Monday, Dec.7
through Friday, Dec. 11,
in the third floor education unit of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital, according to
Kathy Hodge, hospital
director of public relations.
A community service
program co-spons..)red by
the hospital and Seventh
Day Adventist Church,
the plan specifically is
designed for those who
have a hard time quitting

atigz

Community Events

Company Needs Lists
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — South Central
Bell told the state Public
Service Commission Friday it win need $17.1
million to offset its 1982
depreciation and station
connection expenses.
The.PSC is expected to
allow the company to
raise its rates to recover
those expenses. South
Central Bell supplied the
costs figures in conjunction with an August ruling

Get The Look

Monday,Dec.7
Groups of Christian
Coldwater United
Women's Fellowship of
Methodist
Church
ciy /he PSC which granted
First Christian Church
the phone company A $39 Women will meet at 7 will
meet as follows: I
church.
at
p.m.
million rate hike.
with Helen Bennett at 2
The new rates, if apMurray Lodge No. 105 p.m. and III with Judy
proved, would raise
Free
and Accepted Eldredge at 7:30 p.m.
residential bills
anywhere from 42 cents Masons will meet at 7:30
Woodmen of World
to 63 cents a month and p.m.at lodge hall.
Family Night will be at
business lines by $1.06 to
Chapter M.P.E.0. will 6:30 p.m. at WOW Hall.
$1.82 a month.
There would also be an meet at 7:30 p.m. in She
Murray Star Chapter
additional monthly set home of Mrs. William
No. 433 Order of the
Major.
charge for home users of
Eastern Star will meet
from 50 cents to .$1 for
Murray-Calloway at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
sets leased from Bell.
County Camera Club will Hall.
The new rates would go meet at 7 p.m. at First
into effect on Jan. 1,1982. United Methodist Church
Alcoholics
"These are with Stanford Hen- Anonymous
will meet at
unavoidable expenses drickson'to showislides of 8 p.m. at
west end of
that everyone understood Afghanistan.
Livestock and Exposiwere on the horizon,"
tion Center.
said Carl Renz, Bell's
Recovery, Inc., will
district manager.
meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray TOPS (take
Health Center to go to off pounds sensibly)
Paducah for an area Club will meet at 7 p.m.
potluck dinner.
at Health Center.
Five-Day Plan to Stop
Smoking will start at 7
p.m. in third floor
education unit of
Murray-Calloway Coun•
ty Hospital.
Tie Mont.itla.• a Ow

Marta •Ivestar•

Tuesday,Dec.8
"Old Fashioned
Christmas Open House"
for members of Garden
Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. at home
of Janet Wallis.
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Head Quarters

"Murray's Original Family Haircutters"
•Prescision Hair Cutting For The Entire Family
'Relaxing Atmosphere
*By Appointment Or Walk In
•Private Cutting Rooms
*Quality Perming
'Helene Curtis Curling Irons
•Redkin Hair Care Products
'Five Professional Stylists To Serve You

Head Quarters
Where you get selective service

715 South Twelfth Street

Across From Storey's rood Gant
753-2266

;Has A Greenhouse
Full Of Beautiful
t, POINSETTIAS
$150
& UD

753-2266

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
classroom at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. in Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
Wednesday,Dec.9
Monthly birthday party
for senior citizens will be
at 11 a.m. at Douglas
Center.

Now Availebie

DEBATE
WITH
MORMONS
By Bill Dillon
Send $3.75 To

Debate
Book

Mon.-Sat. 8-5
75S-S80
,ilefttay
Chestnut St •753-3314

Rt. 3 Box 144-1A
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Order Today
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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"We Guarantee Our Work"

Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
classroom at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Goshen United
M.o-thodist Church
Murray Branch of Women will meet at 7
American Association p.m. in the home of Glenof University Women da Wilson for their annual
Christmas meeting.

ii-4,40,A46frig-gAgaikatbur4t4g4eor
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Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows'
Countryside at Granny's Porch at 8:30 a.m.;
New Providence with
Kathy Bass at 10 a.m.;
Coldwater with Mrs.
Freelan Youngblood for
a Christmas luncheon;
Paris Road with Robbie
Blalock at 11 a.m.

will meet at 7:15 p.m. at
home ot.--ASue Parsons
with Betty Boston to
speak about "Money
Talks."
Wednesday,Dec.9
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows: Pottertown at Holiday Inn at
10 a.m.; New Concord at
Sirloin Stockade at 11
a.m.; Harris Grove at
10:45 a.m. at home of
Lena Jones to go to
Kenlalce Hotel for lunch.

visit in your
new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
(luck ly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good pinto
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts from civic minded businesses. that's what
my visit Is all abolit — and it'sfree.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me
lIatberias Outland /540071
Oasts:us
tageberi Dug (Asst.)402-034S
Mary Namiltea(Asst) 753-5570

•

1979 kick Electra Perk Ave.,'Cove
White, white roof, gold interior, boded,
one owner, local car -

..O417 $7200.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S,
ON OUAUTY
GM
SUM" PARTS
Murroy
ArciffiltAl//MOS aftliTs 01,111110111
4E
z
ip

753-2617
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December 7.141111
detractors, I've beard from an impressive number of
supporters. Thanks to you and all the others who
wrote. In say heart I knew I was right.
•••
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By Abigail Van Buren

Tattletale Deserved
To Be Told Off
DEAR ABBY: When I first read the letter from "Concerned Mom," whose husband grounded their 12-year-old
son for reporting the neighbors to the police without
consulting his parents, I agreed with your answer: "The
boy's motives may not have been 0.11 that commendable."
(The police confiscated two dying marijuana plants in the
neighbors' garden.)
In a later column you ran some letters objecting to your
answer.
Those letters contained one common element — the
illegality of marijuana, which is not in dispute. The issue
was: Should the kid have called the police without consulting
hii parents?(Note that this was not a violent crime, or one
that had to be reported now to ensure that the criminals did
not escape.)
I think for the boy to have informed the police without
consulting his parents was sneaky, disrespectful and plain
rotten! Two of the letters praised the boy for informing on
his neighbors — one even stated that he should have done so
secretly. That technique is used in Soviet Russia. The
children are decorated for informing on their neighbors, and
parents too! The Nazis did the same thing in Germany.
What a dangerous tradition to establish.
I think your answer was right on, Abby. Don't back down!
CONCERNED COLLEGE STUDENT
•
DEAR CONCERNED:Since giving equal time to my

HEALTH

DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 12 years to a man I
thought would always be faithful. Jim was my one and only
love, and I thought I was his.
After we had three children, I had a hysterectomy, sc
there's no chance of my having any more babies.
Last week I noticed Jim was walking funny, and he acted
like he was in pain. At first he said nothing was wrong,then
he admitted that he had had a vasectomy on his lunch hour!
Abby, since I've had a hysterectomy, why should my
husband need a vasectomy?
DISILLUSIONED
DEAR DIS: Maybe he doesn't trust your hysterectomy.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Because of a recent suggestion in your
column, I have made some changes in my choice of
Christmas gifts.
I had planned to give all of my grandchildren sweaters
with their names on them in great big !etas.
•
You pointed out that a child molester could approach a
child and, noting the "Linda," "Jimmy" or "Susie" on the
sweater, pretend to he a friend of the family and address the
child by name. The child, of course, would then believe the
strangercould be trusted.
Alf, a million thanks for discouraging children's
clothing bearing the child's name. For identification
purposes, the name of the child can be sewn on the inside of
the garment
SECOND THOUGHTS

Rainay's 2tail
by Mune) Operson
This is not your usual run-of-the
Christmas poem, but it is
very thought provoking.
STATIONS
In the hush between stations she
made her entrance with the timing of a professional.
The white stick proceeded her,
antennae-like.
Aware and poised she marched
with a kind of solemnity.
The audience perched or
slouched on benches, counted the
stops between work or home.
"Oh, we need a little Christmas,
mill

THE ACES®IR

yes, we need a little Christmas."
Her voice clear and fair. The
melodic line incongruous in the
circumstances.
Al] turned and faced her, still
moving in her slowed paced walk,
as though she had counted the
steps from end to end a thousand.
times.
The tin cup in her hand moved
ever so gently back and forth, inviting response.
Above the rhythmic voice the
stacatto clink of coins.
Ten, maybe twenty punctua-

Lions to her song, another rhythm
"We need a little Christmas
now..."
In the bare and brutal warzone
the voice cried in the wilderness
and human hearts were warmed.
Charlatan or saint' Who could
say. All that was clear was the
asking and the giving. Someone
believed.
For a moment the chill was off,
and I believed.
Not in her so much as her audience.

A G. CORN, JR

•••

NORTH
• A
"Experinee is a good
•6 3
school, but the fees are
•7 4
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and high " — Heinrich Heine.
• A K J 107
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
•A K 6 3
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2
EAST
WEST
and a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed
Declarer was forced to •A91172
•K
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
pay
top
dollar
for
making
a
•A 6 3
•I 5 2
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
mess of today's touch and go •5 4
*Q9662
•J 9 8
game. What he lost by the •7 4 2
MAKES DONATION — District 17 Unit I of
set, he gained in experience
SOUTH
Licensed Practical Nurses Association recently
and perhaps he'll break
•Q J 54
•K Q J 109
made a donation of $100 to the Murray-Calloway
even in future games.
•3
East won the spade king
County Comprehensive Care Center. Peggy
•
Q
105
andieturned- the 10 and it
Williams, center teacher, left, accepts the check
was already time for the
Vulnerable Both Dealer from Helen Watkins,GLPN.
experienced play. Declarer North. The bidding.
missed his chance and covered and West won and North East Smith West
Pass
Pass
111,
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. cleared the suit. Now 10
24,
Pass
Pass
regardless of how declarer 3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
you. Others who want this the last time I had it played. he could not make
issue can send 75 cents with checked. I have in my mind the hand. In
a desperate try
Opening lead: Spade seven
a long; stamped, self- that the Atromid-S has teen
The Murray Middle The comittee includes
addressed envelope for it to making it climb. I am on a to make nine tricks, declarLibrary will spon- Doris Cella, Judy HarrSchool
me, in care of this newspa- low-cholesterol diet and my er tried the diamond finesse. takes nine tricks.
student
book fair ington, Judy Muehleman,
a
sor
Zhis
lost
to
East's
queen
and
weight
has shot up also. It
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Dec. 9-15. Students will be and Joan Whayne.
City Station, New York, NY can shoot up five pounds a heart to West's ace netted
Bid with Coro
two down.
able to browse and pur10019. Incidentally, the cof- overnight.
The book fair display
DEAR READER — Don't
fee may be causing your
Declarer makes his game South holds' 12-7-8
chase books during the will include new books
daughter to be anxious as jump to conclusions. There if he refuses to cover East's
hours of 7:30 a.m.-3:30 from many major
well as having a high heart are many things that can 10 of spades (a cover would
•A 9 8 7 2
p.m.
publishers in all popular
cause a high cholesterol. win only when East is
rate.
•A 6 3
The book fair commit- price ranges — Looks to
Now, the heart rate can be That includes liver disorders believed
•
5
4
to have five spades
much higher with vigorous that prevent normal draintee invites all students, read or to give - as gifts.
•7 42
exercise. Rates of 250 and age of bile and low thyroid headed by the A-K and the
parents and visitors to at- All reading interests will
ace
of
hearts,
a
possibility
over a minute have been conditions.
the fair. The fair will be represented, including
-tend
not
consistent
with the North South
reported in girls between the
The real clue is probably
_ encourage student in- classics, fiction.
146
ages of 15 and 17 during your weight. The sudden bidding). After the experi- 1*
terest in reading and in biographies, adventure
skiing. Of course babies and five-pound gain overnight is enced . duck, the defense is 2•
young children tend to have probably water retention helpless. If West overtakes
building home libraries, stories, science, nature,
much higher resting heart unless you really eat a lot in and continues the suit, South ANSWER: Pass. North has a and will also contribute to
rates than adults.
one day. Then it can be will have two stoppers and minimum opening (13-15 a worthwhile project. All crafts, mystery and
reference books.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I retained undigested food.
if East's 10 is allowed to points) with Spade support profits will be used for
The committee is workhave been taking Atromid-S
But weight gain often hold, East must
Game
might be possible new furniture for the
switch to
almost since it was first results in a further increase
ing with Educational
opposite
a
magic
dummy,
give
declarer
a
tempo.
available for high cholester- in the cholesterol level.
library.
Reading Service, a proWhat happens if East has but the rare gains are not
ol. My cholesterol was below Before getting excited make
Friends of the Middle fessional book fair comworth
the
risk.
300 when I started taking it. a real effort to start elimi- a third spade? Nothing of
School Library are spon- pany, to furnish an inNow it has shot well above nating excess fat by control- consequence. In that case,
500 and evidently is still ling your calories and start- the suit is 1-3 and the Send bridge questions to The Area. soring this event, with dividual selection of
0 Bo: 1211113. Dallas, Texas 75225,
Joan Wilson serving as books for the fair, Wilson
higher as the doctor ing a sensible daily walking defenders take three spades P
with tell-addramod. stamped envelope
wouldn't tell me what it was programbook fair chairperson. said.
and a heart while declarer for reply

Is her heart rate too fast?
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
daughter is 25 years old and
her pulse rate is 100. I think
that is too high. She also has
trouble sleeping. Otherwise
she is in rod health, no
fever or complaints. She
seems nervous to me and
smokes a lot of cigarettes
and drinks a lot of coffee.
Could this have anything to
do with her high pulse rate?
My pulse is only 64 to 72 and
you would think mine would
be higher. Should she see a
doctor?
DEAR READER — You
will get a lot of different
answers about Wm" rate,
because it is highly variable.
I presume you are talking
about a resting pulse rate.
For adults it is commonly
said that the normal range is
from 60 to 100 but that
includes a lot of people who
have a higher heart rate
because they are not in optimal health. A person who is
In good physical condition,
does not smoke, does not
swill excess coffee, colas.

tea and other caffeine-containing beverages and has no
Illness should have a heart
rate closer to 70, as you do.
Fit young men often have
heart rates of 50 or even
below, especially those who
are athletes.
Cigarettes will increase a
person's resting heart rate
as much as 10 to 20 beats a
minute. Coffee can do the
same thing. Stopping these
habits in a healthy person
often results in a remarkably lower heart rate. In
these cases it is my opinion
that the high heart rate is an
Indication that the coffee
and cigarettes have affected
the body adversely.
Anxiety can also elevate
the heart rate and that may
have something to do with
your daughter's high resting
rate. The mines of high normal or too high heart rates
is dimmed in more detail in
The Health Letter number 96, Your Heart Rate What It
Means, which I am sending

Student Book Fair
Ptitrined At School

Steele Allbritten is having a
Tappan Microwave Cooking
School This Coming
Thursday & Friday
Watch Tuesday's Paper
For Details & Specials
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EVIEllif gPORECASr
Terrace System Installed
Construction work has
been completed on a second parallel terrace
system with underground
'outlet in Calloway County. This system was built
on Coel Compton Jr.'s
farm near Kirksey.
The new terrace
system with underground
outlet is an erosion control measure on cropland
that replaced the need for
grass waterway, according to Stephen Alcott,
district conservationist.
Over 850 feet of terraces
we installed.
The U. S. Soil Conservation Service provided

Wilson Attends Meeting

the technical assistance
for design and layout of
the terrace system and
ASCS provided the longterm agreement costshare assistance for Compton's project, Alcott
said.
Similar practices have
been installed on various
farms in Kentucky during
the past three years,
Alcott said. Many
farmers like the new
system because they control erosion, crop every
acre except for an inlet
pipe and use large farm
machinery in crossing
the terrace channels and
ridges, he added.

Murray
Seed
Division
753-3023

FARM CONSTRUCTION — The new parallel terrace system during construction with Coel Compton Jr. by the inlet pipe while the dozer is spreading topsoil
on the terrace ridge. The tile inlet is 30 feet from the center of terrace ridge to
allow large farm machinery in crossing terraces.

PG SEED
16% Pig Grower, Pellet
18% Starter Plus, ASP 250, Pellet
2214 cYc, Pork Power Mix, Meal
40% Hog Power
42% Pork Power Plus Supplement, Meal
15% Sow Power Med. Meal
Dairy Feed
16% Milk Booster, Mix
32% Dairy Hi Power, Pellet
Horse Feed
'10% Ponderosa
12% Corral Complete
Dog Feed
21% Handlers Choice
50 Lb. Plus 25 Lb.
Chicken Feed
16% Egg Ration Pellet
Mineral
Livestock Mineral
Master Mineral
37% Mineral Blocks
SO lb.Bag Feed Corn
UNDERGROUND PIPE — Coel Compton Jr. and Steve Alcott,district conservationist for the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, install plastic corrugated
underground outlet pipe with backhoe for new terrace system on Compton's
farm.

For sock 100 lb of food bought get 25 lb. of dog food
ow ono mineral block FREE

Southern States

10% Discount
on rj,2
JOHN DEERE

Still Going On
Till Dec. 19, 1981
18 Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Rex Dog Food•
150 Lb.(25% Protein) $775
50 Lb.(21% Protein) $699

Special-Special-Special
High Protein Purina
Buy 50 Lb. Reg. Price $13.99
Get 10 Lb. Free
a $2.75 Savings

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

John Deere Action Toys
make playtime more
fun. And, they're built to
last. Riding tractors to
put-together kits. Come
in and look over our full
line soon.

Murray, Ky.

Tra_n_r=
Tree More Possum
With

4

TOYS

Call-753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer

Offer Good Thru Dec. 12

GGey

FARM CENTER
Route 4, Box 57-B
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Mark Wilson, Murray
represented Southern
States Cooperative's
members at the association's 58th Annual
Stockholders' meeting
Nov 18 and 19 in Richmond, Va.
Also attending the session was Gary Jones,
representing Southern
States Calloway Service
local Southern States
retail outlet.
They heard Executive
Vice President and
General Manager Gene
A. James report dollar
volume for the fiscal year
ending June 30 reached a
record $713.9 million.
This was an increase of
about 14 percent over the
previous year's total of
$625.9 million.
James also told the
business session at the
Mosque Auditorium savings from operations,
after income tax and
equity earnings, came to
$20.1 million, down $4.1
million from last year.
James shared the
reporting with - Jack A.
McHugh, grOup• vice
president, wholesale services; Harris K. Swann,
vice president, retail services; Paul E. Mullinix,
group vice president,
operations services; and
Beverley W. Armstrong,
uOvir?sidant,finance.
McHugh, in his report,
stated that petroleum
volume reached $221.7
million, a record figure,
while gallonage decreased by,13 per cent.
Fertilizer volume was
up from 668,496 tons,the
previous year to 724,865
tons. Sales totaled $108.9
million compared to $89.3
million the year before.
Seed volume increased
309 per cent from $19.6
million last year to $25.4
million.
Total Farm Supply
volume was $103.3
million, up from $94.0
million the year before,
an increase of 10 per cent.
Feed tonnage was up
slightly from 543,000 tons
last year to 544,000 tons.
Sales amounted to $112.6
million.
Swann told the session
that volume through the
co-op's 88 owned branehes- totaled $193.5
million, up 13 percent
over last year. Net savings were down from $4.4
million to $3.5 million, a
25 per cent dip from last
year.
Trh e 115 managed
member cooperatives
had a sales increase of
15.6 per cent of $258.5
million. Their net savings
were up 26 per cent to $7.6
million as compared to
$6.1 million last year.
Private dealers and inlependent local farm

Opening In January
Sleepy Hollow
Daycare Center
For More Information
Home No.
Business No.
753-2813
or
753-0364
753-0806
•

LAN D BAN K
iyafzwri,
Outpost Office
At The

Murray

PCA Office Building
Hours:.
, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
I us'

We
00. Match
Dollars
To Dreams
If you're on agricultural operator with dreams of improving or increosing your production capabilities, we'd like to
talk. Were the Production Credit Association - the
specialists in agricultural credit. Our loon officers know
and understand the business of financing agriculture.
They're interested in your plans.
Our goal is to help make our borrowers dreams come
true. And when it comes to matching dollars to dreams,
there's no match to PCA.

We're ogricuhure's
leading lending hood
Let's Talk

Jackson Purchase
PCA
Hwy.641 N.

753-5602

is pleased to announce the
association of

Dr. Dan M. Luther DMD
for the Practice of Family Dentistry

Murray, Ky.
915 Coldwater Rd.
Office Hours:
9-5
Mon.-Sat.
753-9479

Dr. Woodfin Hutson
Dr. Wm. Brent Wortham

Murray, Ky.

patterns in parts of our
territory this past year
resulted in larger inventories of higher priced
grain being carried for a
longer period of time.
Combined with higher
rates of interest, this
eroded net savings to
$200,000 before taxes,
down $1.2 million from
last year. As a result, we
could not pay a patronage
refund on grain for the
first time in 8 years,"
Mullinix reported.

Dr. Steven E. Farmer DMD

Announces The Association Of

PURINA
CHOWS

supply cooperatives had
wholesale purchases of
$176 million, up 11 per
cent from last year's
figure of $158.8 million.
Mullinix, reported that
the co-op's grain
marketing operation
handled 23,152,000
bushels last year, down
about 5 per cent. Volume
was just over $107
million, up $13.1 million
from the year before.
"Severe disruptions in
many traditional trading

• For. The Praciice of Geniral Dentistry
Hours 13y Appointment Phone: 753-2722

Professional Building
Murray, Kentucky 204 South 5th

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT a
SOYBEANS
753-3404
-Grain
,
VW
- Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
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Lukowsky Dies Saturday

Obituaries
Gupton Rites
Scheduled
Services for Floyd M.
Gunton, 72, Rt. 1, Murray, will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the
Rev. Wayne Carter and
the Rev. Stephen Cobb officiating. Music will be by
West Fork Baptist
Church Choir with Billy
Buchanan as leader.
Pallbearers will be
William A. Elkins, James
R. Gupton, Carlos W.
Gunton, Hasten Wright,
Thurmond Albin and
Keys Blakely. Burial will
follow in West Fork
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight.
Gupton died Sunday at
10:04 a.m. in Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He
was a retired employee of
Auto Manufacturing
Company, Detroit, Mich.
Born Oct. 27, 1909, in
Hazel, he was"the son of
the late George Gupton
and Mlle Gunion Gupton.
Survivors include his
widow, Gladys Bridges
Gupton, to whom he was
married March 10, 1934;
a daughter, Mrs. Lowell
(Latricia) Adams, Rt. 1,
Murray; a son, Floyd M.
Gupton, Jr., Hazel Park,
Mich.; a brother, George
Roy Gupton, Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
Six grandchildren survive who are David Gunton, Denise Cashion,
Debra Mitchell, Beverly
Carson, Rhonda Anderson and Sherrie Gunton.
Six great-grandchildren
surviving are Bryan and
William Cashion,
Chrystie, Lori and James
Carson and Jennifer
Anderson.

Services For Justice Scheduled

Rose Rites Tuesday
Services for Jack Rose,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the
Rev. Aubert Rose officiating. Burial will
follow in Gore Cemetery
near Hardin.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Rose, 76, died Sunday
at 5:40 p.m. at Marshall

Calhoun Rites
Tuesday

County Hospital. He was
retired from New York
Central Railroad and
was a member of Black
River Church of the
Brother, Spencer, Ohio.
Born Feb. 15, 1905, in
Marshall County, he was
the son of the late James
Chesterfield Rose and
Annie Laurie Darnell
Rose.
He is survived by a
stepdaughter, Betty
Willard, Cleveland, Ohio;
two sons, Jesse Rose,
Spender, Ohio, and
James Robert Rose,
Akron, Ohio; a stepson,
Ernest Rose, Shelby,
Ohio; six grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Funeral services are
scheduled Wednesday for
Kentucky Supreme Court
Justice Robert 0.
Lukowsky, who died early Saturday at Good
Samaritan Hospital.
Lukoisky, 54,
represented the 6th
District on the state's
high court. He had been
ill since mid-August, and
entered the hospital three

weeks ago.
Funeral services are
scheduled Wednesday at
10 a.m. at Cathedral
Basilica of the Assumption in Covington, with interment to follow at St.
Mary's Mausoleum at
Fort Mitchell, Ky.
Fifth District Justice
Robert F. Stephens said
he was notified of the
death about 8:30 a.m.
Saturday by Rosemary

ington. He served as circuit judge in Kenton
County for several terms
before he was elected to
the state Supreme Court
in 1974.

He was a graduate of
St. Xavier RIO School in.
Cincinnati and the
University of Cincinnati
Law ,School. He passed
Lukowsky was a the bar exam in August.
lifelong resident of Coy- 1949, at the age of 21.

Most Stores
Open LaCjk,
Nights 111
Christmas

Rites Sunday

VALUES!
Available!

Selections from Our Line of
Ready-to'-Run _Entertainment
'
Software.
Super Bustout. #26-3056 ..29.95
Space Assault. #26-3060 _29.95
29.95
Polaris. #26-3065
Project Nebula. #26-3063 39.95

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.

.if,.

%

Easy to afford and easy to use— '
just pop in a Program PakT to to battle
starships, play football, or challenge
the computer at chess You can also
set up a budget, inventory household
items, even teach the kids math
Fully expandable, too' Easy-tofollow manual. #26-3001

39.5
Computes position and influenct of
the planets for any day. More detailed
than ordinary newspaper horoscopes
Doubles as a handy 4-function
culator. Fluorescent display_ #65-801

AM/FM LED Clock Radio

Cordless-Handset Telephone
Gives You "Walk and Talk"
Convenience ET-350 by Radio Shack

,

Chronomatic" -222 by Realistic

C
•50-Foot Range—Move From Room
To Room Without Tangling Cords
• Saves Money—No Monthly Rent

99" Cut 21%
88

To call, just 'dal" from the pushbutton base AutoRedial of busy or unanswered numbers, Universal DIM
System for pushbutton operation on rotary lines
Ready to plug in. FCC approved. #43-266

-

z85

Wake to radio or
buzzer' Large
digits with PM,
Wake indicators.
snooze, more
#12-1529

ELECTRONIC TOYS AND GAMES FOR HOLIDAY FUN!
Hear All Your Holiday
By Radio Shack
Favorites
elegy Family
OitiStm2SMinn

Kids Love These Pettable Portable Radios
By Radio Shack

4

From

LP
110

me adrus am MOM/

al.611
:
t

1295 T.1595

Furry animals with an AM radio hidden inside
a gift within a gift' Sate enough for little
ones to take to bed
12.95
Cuddly Cat. #12-983
13.95
Pekingese. #12-967
13.95
Raccoon. #12-971
14.95
Frog. •12-984
14.95
Floppy Dog. #12-985
15.95
Spaniel. #12-979

as
seen

499 Cassette

Fairytale Christmas. Singalong lyrics
LP. #51-7000
Cassette. #51-9000
Disney Christmas Album.
Full-color art. --LP. #51-7001
Cassette. #51-9001

on TV

Batienes p.tra

Whatever Your Budget, You'll Find Electronic Gifts To
Please Everyone On Your List at Your Nearby Radio Shack!
To

From

495 1

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

95

Put These Terrific
Gifts Under Your
Tree—Watch Their Eyes
Light Up on Christmas!

And Don't Forget Gibson: Will Ship A Christmas Ham
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

_ Radio-Controlled Vehicles

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.

5995

95 To
as ni 24
seen
You're in control of these

Tinder
N.awes For Coning, Wrapping „
Froszleg

high-performance vehicles' A
-super-charged- gift'
Lancia Racer. #60-3042 ..24.95
.
/ • BMW Motorcycle.
37.95
.) #.60-3074
Sherman T640160-3037 39.95
39.95
BMW Racer. #60-3044
Racitirream,e60-3072—. 39.95
Dune Buggy. #60.-3038 . T 59.95

on. TV

Wholesale'& Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO
Me Accept Food
%Ws

Fraiter,es e.tra

4.95
5.95
5.99
6 99
6 99
7 99
7 99
8 99
14.95
19.95

Zoom Cycle. #60-1060
Blackjack Game. #60-2353
FM Wireless Mike. #60-2109
Fire Engine. #60-2375
Police Car. #60-2379
Patrol Helmet. #60-3004
Fireman Helmet. #60-3005
Monkey See Calculator. #60-3006
4-in-1 Target Game. #60-2124
Remote-Control Robot. #60-3023

Action-Packed Games of Skill
By Radio Shack

Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed
29

Phase 753-1601
11011116,7:110-S lea.-Fri.

4 4.44•Nmmin.
.

„

They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

ATTro

1951

• Attaches to Any TV (not included)

25%

Co.

$399

'4K Color Computer By Radio Shack

,v
k

Murray Supply

Cut
451°

Game Paks
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EC-312 by Radio Shack

15 Different
Action
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Any Item In The
Ace Hardware Dept.
With An Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

Astrological Computer]
For Zodiac Followers

TRS-130® Color Computer
A Colorful Gift Idea
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Pocket Repeat. Re,9- $10 95
Sale 7.95
#60-2152
11.95
Gold Porsche. 1160-3025
,
14195
Basketball. #60-2163
2-Player Football. Reg $29.95.
Sale 19.95
#60-2156
Tandy Sport* Arena.
-19.95
#60-2158
Blackjack Calculator.
22.95
#60-2167
2-Player Baseball
#60-2164
24.95
29495
Tapdp-.12, Arced*. a441-2159
39.95
Sports Stadium.'#60-2162
Cosmic Flre-Away. *60-2165 39.95
Graduate Chess. #60-2168 . 59.95
•

as. .

seen
on TV

Check Your Phone Book for the Radosflock Store or Dealer Nearest You
Olympic Plaza

"Only Federal inspected Meat Market In Murray

*I,/ •

MILABLE
•

Saturday.
"He was known widely
for his intellect and...
spent much of his life
working for the protection of the rights and
liberties of all citizens.
Our judioiary will miss
hirn greatly and our condolences go to his wife,
Rosemary."

z Moste,C

Services for William
Lowell Calhoun, 58, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn., with the Rev. J. L.
Services for Lillie
Smithmier and the Rev.
Joe Wheatley officiating. McDaniel Armstrong,
Burial will follow in Con- widow of Tilman Armyersville United strong, were Sunday at 2
Methollist Church p.m.inthechapelof Max
Churchill Funeral Home
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the with Henry Hargis oificiating and Ralph Ray
funeral home.
Calhoun died Saturday directing the singers
at 11:45 p.m. in Henry from Union Grove
County General Hospital, Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Rex
Paris. A mechanic and
farmer, he was a past Cooper, James Brandon,
owner and operator of L. Buddy H urn ph r ey s,
& R. Shell Station,Hazel. Ernest Madrey, Thomas
He was a member of Con- Lee Armstrong and Budyersville United dy Anderson. Burial arias
Methodist Church and a in Murray City
veteran of World War II Cemetery.
The deceased, 79, died
serving as a staff
sergeant with 454th Friday morning at her
Fighter Squadron of Air home, 805 North 18th
Street. Born Dec. 1, 1902,
Force.
Born June 29, 1923, in in Tennessee she was the
Henry County, he was the daughter of the late
son of the late Will I3enry Thomas A. McDaniel and
Calhoun and Ambie Edna Victory Garner
McDaniel.
Swindell Calhoun.
She is survived by a
Survivors include his
widow, Dorothy Zane daughter, Belva Helm,
Humphreys Calhoun, to Troy, Mich.; a son, T.
whom he was married Richard Armstrong and
Dec. 18, 1949; an aunt, wife, Martha Lane; Rt. 1,
Mrs. Herbert F.'arker, Murray; an aunt, Bess
Services for Fannie Puryear; a niece, Mrs. Parker, Murray; five
Peal, Rt. 1, Kirksey, were Bill Starkey; several grandchildren; twogreat-grandchildren.
today at 10 a.m. in the cousins.
chapel of Blalock- - --,-:',
----4t-'1•--•i'-=---':-. '---.,--f -4.,;&fir4le-'
'
,..:.-A'e:-,...e-.a44e,,.:...ro
Coleman Funeral Home •t,
-with the Rev. Randolph if
v
Allen officiating and Gus
Robertson,Jr.,as soloist. if
Pallbearers were Clay
Darnell, Charles Smith,
Tommy Noel, Roy Rose,
Mark Cunningham and
Jewel Jones. Burial was
in Dixon Cemetery in
Land Between the Lakes. -•;%
The deceased, 87, died A
Friday at 5:10 p.m. in
Murray-Calloway County
f
Hospital. A member of
7.
Pleasant Hill Baptist
L'
Off
Church, Trigg County,
she was born Oct. 8, 1894,
Z
fic
Now Until Christmas
to the late Benjamin F.
i
Hicks'and Mattie Futrell 7:c
ty.
Hicks.
She was preceded in
Tr
death by her first husband, Ned Grace, and
also by her second husband, Marion Peal. A son,
208 E. Main 75373361
James Edward Grace,
Rt. 1, Kirksey,survives.

JOY N. Inl St.

Lukowsky,the widow.
Lukowsky.a cancer patient, died at about 3:30
,a.m.,said Stephens.
"Judge Lukowsky served his state with the
highest honors and
shared his wisdom with
the judges of the nation as
an unpaid member of the
faculty of the National
Judiciary College," said
Kentucky Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. in a statement
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MSU Clipped By AC, 50-48

Tigers
Finally
Connect

ND,MSU Collide In Strugglers'Duel
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Ron Greene says he's
not a man to dwell on the
past, especially when the
memory of two straight
losses are so painfully
fresh. He'd also like to get
part of the future over as
quickas possible —
nan ibi. tonight's trip to
Notrt Dame.
"Win, lose or draw at
least we'd have it over
with," the Murray State
coach said after his team
had just dropped a 50-48
decision to visiting
Arkansas College. "I
think more people are
concerned about playing
Notre Dame right now
and frankly I'll be glad
when it's over," Greene
said,
Dbviously distressed
about his team's latest
disappointment — a
game the Racers led
from 14:34 of the first half
until :03 of the second —
Greene lashed out at his
squad's ineffectiveness
from the charity stripe.
"We missed the front
end of seven one and ones
— what else can I say?
The unfortunate thing is
when you play and people
foul you, you have to
make them pay the price
for fouling," Greene
lamented.
The price for the
Racers thus far has been
two losses in four games,
including the first loss in
16 home games at
MSU's Racer Arena
Guard Brian Stewart,
sharing the fill-in role
with Glenn Green for injured Lamont Sleets,
pointed to a lack of concentration as the team's
problem at the free throw
line. He denied the team
was falling apart due to

the lack of Sleets in the
lineup and he said the
Racers weren't looking
ahead to Notre Dame.
The problem, he said,
was he wasn't sure where
the problem was.
Senior forward Kenney
Hammonds, who spent
the first nine minutes on
the bench, said losing
Sleets (out six to eight
weeks with a broken
ankle) "is not losing the
whole team."
Hammonds pointed out
there was talent to spare
on the Racer squad and
despite the recent slump
he's remaining optimistic.
"He (Greene) is giving
everybody a shot. I'm not
sure why the vets don't
start on top and then be
beat out," Hammonds
said, but added, "I'm going to stay on top of
things, that's for sure,
and I try not to be a bad
example even when I'm
sitting on the bench."
Before the game Sleets
emphasized that his'loss
may be a blessing in

it's not going to be easy
for us."
Tonight's game,
televised by WPSD-TV
channel 6 at 7 p.m., will
feature such Notre Dame
standouts as guard John
Paxson and 6-10 center
we'd be 4-0 right now."
Tim Andree.
Trying to put two sorry for them. They've
The Irish, hard-pressed
halves together before got five potential All to replace Kelly
tonight could be Americans out there and (Continued On Page 9)
apiece, Hood, Green,
Hammonds and Stewart
with four each and
McDuffen with two. "Unfortunately", as Greene
pointed out, "you've got
to play both halves. If we
could quit at halftime

troublesome duty for
Greene and his staff as
they face a hungry
Fighting Irish five, losers
in their last two games.as
well.
•'They're struggling
like we are," Greene
said, "But don't feel

disguise to the Racers,
although during the game
his 18-20 point dependability was sorely missed.
"With me being out
maybe Rick (Hood) will
take on more leadership
and be more offenseminded, Glenn (Green)

will become a little
stronger and (Mike)
McDuffen. . . he's been
improving all along. With
a few adjustments I'm
sure they'll do all right."
Sleets said.
"All right" was good
enough for the first half
as MSU received balanced scoring throughout the
lineup — Walt Davis and
Sammy Curran, six

Gottfried Turns Down
Texas-El Paso Offer

FINAL WEEK
All Merchandise

50V

o To 80% OFF

Everything Will Be Sold At Some Price!

MAKE
AN
OFFER

BUILDING
AND
REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE OR LEASE

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
After two misses the
Murray High boys
basketball team finally
hit the mark with a win
over Heath Saturday
night 62-47, at Murray
State's Racer Arena.
The game, played
before the MSU-Arkansas
College game, saw the
Tigers sparked by a 26point performance by
point guard David
McMillen. McMillen hit a
dozen shots from the field
and was perfect on two
trips to the charity stripe.
Teammate Stuart Alexander and Ted Duffy also
turned in double figure
scoring nights as Alexander tallied 14 and Duffy
10.
Center Billy Rogers led
the losers with 14 points
and teammates Steve
Skinner and Dewayne
Wright added 13 and 11,
respectively.
The Tigers moved to an
early, 7-2, lead and remained ahead until the
Pirates forced a tie at 11all with two minutes left
in the first period.
A blocked shot by Alexander prompted a Tiger
SIDELINERS — Coach Richard "Digger" Phelps
scoring binge as they
(above) of Notre Dame will be going head to head
outscored the visitors, 12with Murray State's Ron Greene (left) tonight
3, in the next five
when the two teams collide in South Bend,Indiana.
minutes. Heath never
Photos by Jim Rector and
recovered.
Notre Dame Sports Department
By the start of the
fourth period the Pirates
had cut the Tiger advantage to 49-38, but MHS
held on for the victory,
their first in three
outings.
McMillen's explosion in
the second half brought
the Tigers roaring hack
from the break as he
ooened the period with a
jumper from the top of
the key, returned with a
layup and two shots from
the foul line, accounting
for eight of his team's 14
points in the first four
minutes of the period.
MHS' next outing is
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Gottfried received a winning football record
when they host
Tuesday
University of Cincinnati contract offer from since 1977.
football Coach Mike UTEP that one Cincinnati
Gottfried visited UTEP Hickman County at the
Gottfried says he came newspaper said would twice in the last two Murray High gym.

DEALERS
WELCOME

$125,000

close to accepting an offer from the University of
Texas at El Paso, but
decided to stay because
he had unfinished work.
"I felt that this was not
the time to go," Gottfried
said at a news conference
Sunday to announce his
decision."I didn't feel the
work had been done here.
'I feel we have a
chance to be ar exciting
football team here and to
have an exciting program. Every time I
thought about the decision, I thought about my
players. I had become
very close to them. And I
had become very close to
(Athletic Director) Mike
McGee and the
administration."

roughly equal $120,000 a
year with fringe benefits.
Gottfried has three years
remaining on a four-year
contract at Cincinnati.
UC officials said Sunday that they will
lengthen and improve
Gottfried's contract,
although they declined to
reveal specifics.
Gottfried is expected to
sign the ne* contract
later this month.
UC President Henry
Winkler called Gottfried's decision "another
one of the turnarounds
that has taken place here
in the last three years."
Gottfried led the Bearcats to a 6-5 mark this
season, after an 0-3 start.
It was the Bearcats' first

1,1101111IMIMIMMMI
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Cut Utility Bills
Our Reversible Fans work year-round to save ysiy
money. Using only 90 watts, they naturally cool you in
the summer and during the cold winter months, move
that valuable hot air from the ceiling down to the floor.

Elegant Styling
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Warm Weather

Cold Weather
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Atl THIS FOR 50C
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Bring Your
Truck-Wagon
Car Etc.
Cash & Carry

HIGDON
FURNITURE
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r

Starting
As Low As

Across from
General lire
Phone
241-7110

Upward Flow
vr les Trapped Heat

Downward flow
For Coolong Breeze
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.9995

weeks, and said he
decided on an airline
flight back from Texas
Saturday to stay in
Cincinnati.
"Because I went out
there a second time, it
means I came very close
to accepting it," Gottfried said. "I probably
was leaning toward it at
different times. But when
you go on and off, you
become confused. I
prayed a lot."
Asked how long he
would remain at UC,Gottfried said, "I hope to be
here for a while, especially with the new
contract."
But he added,
"Coaching is a
precarious profession.
It's like no other profession I know. You never
know what's going to happen. You do your best job.
If you don't get it done,
there's a chance you'll
get fired. If you do well,
there is also a chance for
movement."

MiS - McMillen 12, 3-1, 21; Duffy S.04,
10; Pace 1.04, 2. McCuistion I, 2-4, 4; Heat
3,0-1,6; Alexander 6, 2-4, 14; PULS0,01,1.
Heath- Wright 3.5-4. 11, Hailers 6,14,
14; Criswell I, 04, 2; Hunter 4,54, 13; Col,m2.3-4,7. Pike 0,41,0.
Halftone- MHS 20, Heath II.

LOCAL BASKETBALL

Tonight the Lady
Tigers of Murray High
travel to Caldwell County for a junior varsity
and varsity slate beginning at 6:30p.m.
Tuesday Calloway
County conducts a

double-duty night when
both the Lakers and the
Lady Lakers host
district foe Marshall
County beginning at
6:30 p.m.
Thursday the Lady
Tigers of MHS host
Lowes and on Friday
the Tigers travel to
Marshall County.
Also on Thursday the
Lady Lakers are on the
road to Ballard
Memorial and on Friday
the Lakers play at
Palmersville.

Practical
Giftiuggestions
Any Item In TheAce Hardware Dept.
With An Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

£J 0/0
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Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.
306 E. Mole 753-3361

Murray Supply
Co.
2111 1. Ma 753-3361
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Wildcats Await Indiana Visit

Buckeyes Provide Warmup
he gets back, we'll just be
that much tougher," said
Master, second high with
15 points.
Miller explained his use
of a three-guard offense,
Kentucky outshot the Troy Taylor, Larry HugBuckeyes 47-39 percent gins and Stokes,nby sayand outrebounded them ing: -;,'We didn't think
Stokes, Ohio State's 41-37, but guard Jim they could match up well
scoring leader with 13 Master says this is not the against our three guards.
points, said Kentucky's same Kentucky team Besides, we started our
clamping zone defense without Bowie.
five best people
didn't hurt that much.
"It's a blow to us. When available."
second half.
•'We played too much
man-to-man defense. Our
players got tired. They
just wore down defensively," Miller said of the
Wildcats' 45-point second
half.

"R wasn't a problem.
We reversed the ball well.
We just missed a lot of
shots," said the 5-11
guard.

State Coach
COLUMBUS, Ohio Ohio
(AP)- Dirk Minniefield Eldon Miller. "But it
says Ohio State's defense would be unfair to play
was just what second- someone to see how
ranked Kentucky needed things are. IV* didn't
for its home basketball want to take any
game Tuesday night chances."
against Indiana.
Kentucky, stymied by
The Wildcats, 78-62 vicand
tors over the Buckeyes on its own poor shooting
man-to-man
State's
Ohio
national television
33-30 at
Saturday, and the No.12 defense, led only
blowing
before
halftime
2-0
Hoosiers will match
int h e
records in the the 3-2 Buckeyes out
test.
non-conference
-It was good preparation. They played us with
a tough man-to-man
defense. There was a lot
of ripping and banging,
just like Indiana does,"
Minniefield said after
leading Kentucky with 18
points at Ohio State.
"It will be for the Big
Ten championship," a
joking Minniefield said of
Indiana, the Big Ten's
1981 champion.
Minniefield's 7-for-8
shooting in the second
half, all from long range,
was not what the
Buckeyes expected.
Our scouting report
said he likes to take the
ball to the hole. I didn't
know he was that good a
shooter," said Ron
Stokes, a freshman who
spent most of the time
defending Minniefeld.
Neither Kentucky nor
Ohio State had their biggest weapons. Kentucky
was Vittioie'l-foot-I
center Sam Bowie and
Ohio State played without
BORING POSITION-Murray State guard Lamont Sleets(with crutches)shows his excitement over being
6-7 forward Clark
Kellogg.
benched with a broken ankle during Saturday's 50-48 loss to Atkansas College. Sleets will be sidelined for six
The Wildcats definitely to eight weeks. He will wear a cast on his left foot a minimum of five weeks. Sleets said he will wait until the
will play Indiana without cast is removed before deciding about being redshirted. Saturday's game was the first Sleets has sat out
Bowie.
because of an injury since he began playing basketball in the fifth grad.
-Photo by Jim Rector
"I could play right
now," said Bowie, leaning on his crutches in the
Kentucky dressing room.
-But they're worried
about my future. If I
Nebraska 86, Crieghton 41
Erskine 74, Davidson 65
would come down on it
Pro Football
St.Louis 79, Georgia St 64
Georgetown,D.C. 71,San Diego
College
too hard, it might be a
Texas 58, Drake 51
St. 53
Thursday's Game
break."
complete
UCLA 75, Notre Dame 49
Grambling St. 71, N.Carolina
Football
Houston 17, Cleveland 13
WIllinois 71, N.Illinois68
A&T 69
Bowie estimates he will
Sunday's Games
W.Michigan 100, Grand Valley
Howard 66, Mississippi Valley
Army 3, Navy 3, tie
Green Bay II. Detroit 17
be out another six weeks.
St. 70
62
NY Gtantts 10, Los Angeles 7
44, Georgia Tech?
Louisiana Tech 63, Centenary
Kellogg, sidelined with Georgia
. SOUTHWEST
Chicago 10, Minnesota 9
Hawaii 33,S.Carolina 10
62
Alabama 93, Texas Tech 93
Miami 24,- New England 14
a fractured gumbone,
Memphis St.1-0, Livingston 40
Arkansas St.58, N.lowa 36
Stloals 30, New Orleans 3
1-ta
72
might play at West Disaiso
Stetson
75,
Mercer
15, Philadelphia 13
Washington
44
Antonio
Texas-San
57,
Baylor
N
Eastern Kentucky 35, Delaware
Mississippi St. 69, Tn San Frandsen 21, Cincinnati 3
Oklahoma 81. SW Missouri et0
Virginia Saturday night.
Boise State 19, Jackson State 7
13
Baltimore
37,
Dallas
57
Chattanooga
St.
Oklahoma St. 73, Colorado
51, Rhode Island 0
"Clark could have been Idaho StateSt.26,
Buffalo 28, San Diego 27
UNC-Charlotte 88,Penn St. 78
71, OT
Tenn. St.25
Carolina
S.
23
Atlanta
24.
Baq
Tampa
N.Carolina St. 43,St.Peter's 33
out there today," said
Pan American 69, McMurry 63
16, Kansas City 13

Tradition Continues,
Allen Earns Heisman
NEW YORK (AP
The tradition continues
If you're a tailback and
you play your college
football at the University
of Southern California,
well then some fine
December day, you just
might wind up holding the
Reisman Trophy, awarded annually by the
Downtown Athletic Club
to the football player
voted the best in
America.
It has happened that
way four times now.
Marcus Allen, the first
runner in college football
history to gain more than
2,000 yards in a single
season, is the latest USC
tailback to capture the
award.
He won his Heisman
Saturday night, adding to
the USC string which
started in 1965 with Mike
Garrett, continued in 1968
with 0.1 Simpson, and
resumed in 1979 with
Charles White. Allen will
claim his trophy Thursday night at a black-tie
dinner at the New York
Hilton and for him, it will
mean a little extra. It was
Allen, you see, who as a
sophomore had the
primary blocking responsibility when USC's White
captured his Heisman..
"I guess I've got two of

Sports,
Briefly

SOUTH
Ala.-Birmingham 72, Mississippi 58
Appalachian St. 75, Duke 70
Auburn 67, Austin Peay 56
Baltimore 52, Campbell 41
Baptist 55, Ga.Southern 49
Citadel 101, Newberry 88
Clemson 61, Ark.-Little Rock 60
E.Illinois 87,E.Kentucky 65

RLTNNING
Adam Lanning and Dan
Thompson, two members
of the Murray Marathon
Club'', competed in Satur- (Continued From Page 8)
day's Third Annual KenTripucka, Orlando
tucky 50-Miler.
Wooldridge and Tracy
Beginning in Louisville
Jackson, opened the
at 7 a.m. the 50 runners season
with a convincing,
the
of
ran to the steps
82-52, win over St.
Capitol Building in
Joseph's before dropping
Frankfort.
consecutive
games to
Lanning, who ran the
defending
national
chamdistance in 9:08, said the pion Indiana
(69-55) and
chilly
a
in
began
runners
UCLA (75-49)Saturday.
atmosphere but the day
The meeting will be
40's
low
warmed up to the
the first between the
before the race's end.
Greene-coached Racers
Thompson finished 31st
the Irish, monitored
and
with a time of 9:37 and by Richard
"Digger"
Lanning's time placed
Phelps.
overall.
him at 25th

Strugglers. ..

FOOTBALL
Five local high school
football players received
post-season honors over
the weekend when they
were selected to The
Courier-Journal All State
teams.
Three Calloway County
Lakers and two members
of the Murray High Tiger
squad earned honorable
mention status as voted
by the state's high school
_
hen coa-Ches.
Defensively, Craig
Crawford, a 6-0, 190pound senior linebacker
for MHS, and Jeff Garrison, a 6-0 165-pound
defensive back for CCHS,
were granted honorable
mention status.
Offensively, end Don
Hargrove, a 5-10, 205pound senior, and Tommy Workman, a 5-10, 170pound senior running
." baek were honored .foi.
CCHS. John Purdom, a 61, 200-pound junior guard,
' was the solo honorable
mention selection for the
Tigers.
CCHS finished its
season with a 9-3 overall
record while the Tigers
turned in a 6-5 overall

ARKANSAS COLLEGE CSC
Gallant 1 0-0 2, Walker 5 2-2 12,
Tunson 3 4-4 10, Thomas 3 0-0 6,
Harris 2 0-0 4, Martin 4 0-0 8,
Johnson 2 0-0 4, Battiste 2 0-1 4,
Murray 0 0-0 0. McCovey 0 0-0 0.
Totals 22 6-7 50
MURRAY STATE (41)
Hood 3 3-8 9, Davis 4 2-2 10, Curran 1 4-7 6, McDuffen 1 1-2 3,
Green 4 2-2 10, Hammonds 2 0-2 4,
Stewart 2 2-2 6, Martin 0 0-0 0
Totals 17 14-25 48.
Halftime-Murray State 30,
Arkansas College 24 Fouled
out-Tunson. Total fouls-Arkansas College 24, Murray State 9

SALES
Many people both men &
women think we offer "TIN
MOST RENARRAIRE SALES
CAREERS IN THE WHOLE
WORLD" because..
Typical FIRST FULL YEAR
earnings ore $15,000 to
$20,000 You will be
Guoranteed immediate
commissions of up to
1500.00 month to start.
Dozens and dozens of our
people advance rapidly to
earn annually $30,000 to
$40,000
CAN YOU QUALIFY?
Age 21 or over? High
schxil or better? Sportsminded? Ambitious for
ctfiivrrint-lost a lob?
Sell %omit professional
and business people, for a
loge company TOPRATED in its industry Sell
what people NEED and
WANT, are happy to buy!
Openings-NOW Coll for interview
"
tag
Illes.-Tber.

106-411-03$6
1261 woo to
s:gs....

UNC-Wilmington 76, Towson St
64
NE Louisiana 86, SE Louisiana
85
Samford 66, Houston Baptist 59
SW Louisiana 66, S.Mississippi
64
Tennessee St. 60, Middle Tenn.
55
U.S. International 87, Southern
U.74
Virginia 76, VMI49
Virginia Tech 76, William &
Mary 60
Wake Forest 66, American U.63
W.Carolina 84, Md -E.Shore 59

Rice 75, Northwestern 55
Southern Methodist 82. TexasArlington 73
Texas Southern 75, Prairie
View 62
Tulsa 57,St.Mary's, Texas 43
W.Texas St. 91,Cameron 71
WEST
Arizona 62, Providence 58
California 74, Cal-Santa Bar.
bara 61
Cal-Irvine 78,San Diego 66
Colorado 88, Texas-F:1 Paso 71
Fresno St. 45. Air Force 37
Fullerton St. 74. Cal Poly
Pomona 57
Montana 81, Augustana • S D.60
MIDWEST
Montana St. 55, Utah St 51
Nev.-1,as Vegas 66, Brigham
Akron 53, Quincy 46
Young 63
Ball St. 76,Indiana Central 53
60 San Jose St. 57
Morehead
89,
N.Arizona
Bowling Green
Oregon 73, St . Martin's 56
St. 61
Pacific 74, Texas Christian 71
Bradley 79, Valpa raiso 58
Portiand61-, E.Montana 48
Dayton 79, Toledo 74
Calif. 95, Cal-Davis
St.Mary's,
67
Purdue
73,
DePa ul
E.Michigan 84,Cleveland St. 79 69
San Francisco 94, San FranHoly Cross 66, Xavier,Ohio 60
cisco St. 67
Illinois 55, Kansas St. 49
Utah 68, Weber St. 67,30T
Indiana St. 67,Evansville 58
Washington 82, Seattle Pacific
Iowa 61, Marquette 65,OT
58
Iowa St. 100, South Dakota 78
56
Kansas 74, Michigan St.
EAST
Kent St. 83, Wayne St. 74
Colgate 66. Lehigh 10
Kentucky 78, Ohio St.62
Connecticut 73, Boston 1.7 54
Miami. Ohio 72, Central St.,
Delaware St. 67, .Youngstown
Ohio 57
St. 51

HOLLYWOOD, Fla.
(AP) - Catcher Bob
Boone, who fell out of
favor with the
Philadelphia Phillies
after the baseball
players' strike ended last
season, has been sold to
the California Angels for
a reported $250,000.
Boone, 34, a veterannof
nine years and a threetime National League
All-Star, was the first
player moved in what
was expected to be a busy
week of trading at
baseball's annual winter
meeting.
Boone batted just .211
in 76 games with the
Phillies last season, and
was replaced as starting
catcher by young Keith
Moreland.
Ironically, Moreland,
too, -is on the trading
block because his value

Denver
Seattle 27. NY Jets 23
Monday's Game
Pittsburgh at Oakland
Satarday, Dec 12
NY Jets at Cleseland
Minnesota at Detroit
Sunday, Dec, 13
Baltimore at Washington
Buffalo at New England
Cincinnati at Pidabiugh
Green Bay at New Weans
NY Giants at StIouis
San Diego at Tampa Bay
Miami at Kansas City

probably can bring the
Phillies the starting pitcher and bullpen hammer
they believe they need to
compete for the NL East
Division championship.
The Phillies still have
four catchers,Moreland, Bo Diaz, Don
McCormack and Ossle
Virgil Jr.
Bill Giles, head of the
group that recently
bought the Phillies for
$30.175 million, said two
more catchers will go if
pitching can be obtained
in return.
The Phillies reportedly
are interested in Toronto's Dave Steib or Jim
Clancy, Floyd Bannister
of Seattle or Rick
Sutcliffe of the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
Pat ,Corrales, recently
named manager of the

Coordinated
Fashions
Dash of gold odds glitter to our elegant Mock
sursetribies. Poir the 2 button Weser with tries fit
slacks, pleated skirt or 4 gore. Top off Hs* look
irk% print, strip., or white jabot blouse.

$9..
u
ueo

‘"

Pleated
3Skirt
Tops

4 Gore
Skkt,
Slacks

.188

Ladies Lacey
SHAULS
Deep fringe, the most fashionable occessorres for
this holiday season. 100% Raylon loco with love/y
long frin9e

Whit*, Block, Beige

each
Men's
Ultra Worm
Insulated

Coveralls

°firewood color,
polyeste•-cottoft
'will, m9944
constrwction
Reg.$33,5
*rho worm
with 33 es
polyester insulation $27
Rod 1.11010Q

88

Little Girls

2 Piece
Suits
1 pc. Plain Dresses

2"each
Vests We each lone per suit)

Good Dec 8 th,L,

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
(

Open

al Shoomng
7 00 o m lob

Coupon
Blankets. Comforters,
aka Or Bed Sprecids

B $189

woe,
0O o"

Phone -153-1S2S

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on him • Shirt prices 900d

'

11oliday

Men's
Heavy Weight

Dresses
Machine Washable, Nylon Velvet

•

.• •

100% Cotton, 901. Woven
Flannel In Bold
Plaids, Long Toils,
2 Pockets
88
-$13.99
Sizes S-M-L-XL $ 1 0Rig

$1044
Reg.$14
Sizes 2-4, 4-6X
Polyester and nylon
lace trim, one
and 3 piece
styles.
Red, Block, Blue

Flannel
Shirts

41‘

Polyester
Comforter

$1388

Save Mow!!6

P. N.HIRSCH,a
AN ivaet.!

$288

Ottr Reg $400

t:
Blazer
Sizes 10-18

Men's or Ladigs

Gene Mauch, manager
of the Angels, said he expected Boone to catch at
least 120 games. He said
he'd use present catchers
Brian Downing and Joe
Ferguson as parttime
outfielders.
"Boone is not a .211 hitter,'' said Mauch
"Anyway, that doesn't
concern me. I just want
him to catch and throw
and direct the pitching
staff."

cleas

388
Dec. 8.9-10

Phillies, said he planned
to go with just two
catchers.
Giles said the plan was
to go with Diaz, acquired
last month in a
three-team trade that
cost the Phillies outfielder Lonnie Smith.
Either Virgil or McCormack would be kept as
backup.

•

7 High-Style Pieces

Steele Allbritten is having a
Tappan Microwave Cooking
School This Coming
Thursday & Friday
Watch Tuesday's Paper
For Details & Specials

Young finished third with
91 firsts and 706 total
points.
Allen was not among
the top ten finishers in
last year's Heisman vote,
even though his 1,563
yards was second best in
the nation to Rogers and
his 179.4 yards per game
made him the nation's
No.1 all-purpose runner
But he would not be
denied this year, grinding
out huge yardage totals
game after game.
Allen led the voting in
five of the six Heisman
regions, finishing second
to Walker only in the
south. Walker was second
in four regions and third
in the far west where
McMahon took the second
spot behind Allen.
Behind the top three
Heisman finishers were
Dan Marino, Pitttsburgh,
256; Art Schlichter, Ohio
State, 149; Darrin Nelson,
Stanford, 48; Anthony
Carter, Michigan, 42;
Kenneth Sims, Texas, 34;
Reggie Collier, Southern
Mississippi, 30; and Rich
Diana, Yale,23.
The three top finishes
and 20 other of the country's finest players, were
in Scottsdale, Ariz., Sunday at an "All-America
weekend". sponsored by
the Eastman Kodak Co.

Phillies Banish Boone,
Sell Him To California

Sports At A Glance

College
Basketball

them now," he said.
-Charlie and I are real
good friends and when he
won it, I felt I was contributing to something
great."
If White was America's
dominant football player
in 1979, then that
distinction clearly
belonged to his exblocking back in 1981.
"I'd have voted for
myself:: Allen said,
"because in this particular year I thought I
deserved it.
That was based on 2,342
yards gained in 11 games,
an average of 213 yards
per game. He went over
the 200-yara mark five
straight times, seven
times during the season,
including a career-high
289-yard effort against
Washington State.
Those numbers were
good enough to earn Allen
441 first place votes-and
1,797 total points in the
balloting by 1,050 sports
writers, editors and
broadcasters. Georgia
running back Herschel
Walker, third in the 1980
Heisman balloting which
wa's won by George
Rogers, moved up to second place with 152 firsts
and 1,199 total .points.
Quarterback Jim
McMahon of Brigham

Olyneen Piers Ill•proy

MILABLE
a.

Variety of eli-srvet
prints is asst.
colors, wenn
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Rotary Club

Christmas Parade
Santa Claus came to Murray Saturda mornin4 with a mass of bands, floats, animals and clowns, all
celebrating the coming of Christmas Day,in the Rotary Club Christmas Parade.
Lead by grand marshal,Gale, Johnston, Jr., son of the founder of the Boy Scouts of America's original national museum,the parade carried the Christmas spirit through the city's downtown district.
Cash prizes and plaques were awarded to schools in float competition with the winners being RobertsonCarter elementary, first prize and $256, Eastwood Christian School, second prize and $200, and Murray High
DECA Club, third prize and $150.00.
In the commercial and church division, plaques were awarded to Trinity Christian Center,first, First Baptist, second,and the Humane Society, third.
11 bands were given certificates of participation by the Murray Rotary Club.
Preceding the parade, the Rotary Club sponsored a country ham breakfast at Bentley's restaurant with
proceeds going to the club's community activities fund.
According to a Rotary Club spokesman, the parade went well and they wish to all Citizens of Calloway Co. a
"very Murray Christmas."

•

•
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staff photos by jennie gordon
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Mining Stopped As Officials Investigate Roof Fall
W.Va. (AP)
Mining is halted today
as federal and state
investigators try to determine why an enormous
slate block fell in a coal
mine, killing three men
and seriously injuring
another.
BERGOO,

The investigators are
looking over the Elk
River Sewell Coal Co.
mine at Leatherwood
Mountain, about four
miles from Bergoo, for
clues to why the accident
occurred in a mine whose
operator insists strictly
followed regulations.
The roof fall was the second at the Webster
County mine this year.
The earlier collapse caused no injuries, but promp-

narrow mine. He had
spent most of the time
since Thursday directing
recovery operations.
The company said it
would conduct an independent investigation
and would cooperate fully with state and federal
officials.
Meanwhile, many
residents of this tiny central West Virginia
community who stayed
up two nights making
food far rescuers have
banded together after
rescue operations in a
show of support for the
victims'families.
At Carol Hamrick's
village store, a group of
women who had provided
food for rescue crews for

ted the company to revise
Its roof-control plan, according to the state
Department of Mines.
The operator of the
underground coal mine
said he didn't believe
anything could have
prevented Thursday
night's accident.
"Our roof control plan,
we followed right to the
till," said William Post,
operator of the Stillhouse
Deep Mine. "I just don't
see anything that would
have kept that from
falling."
It was the first public
comment Post had made
on the cave-in, which
trapped six members of a
nine-man crew working
the night shift in the

33 hours began preparing
to aid the wives and
children of the dead
miners.
"People will send food
and donations to the family. They always do," Mrs.
Hamrick said.
More than 200 people
attended the funeral Sunday for Bob Bennett, a
34-year-old former Concord College running
back who was operating a
roof bolt machine when
the collapse occurred.
A funeral was scheduled today for Doyle Gillis,
36, and on Tuesday for
Donald Arbogast, 31.
Bennett, Gillis and. Arbogast all were crushed
and died instantly when
the slate fell, officials

said.
Post said the rock,
which was 35 feet long, 30
feet wide and eight feet
thick,fell in one huge slab
without Warning.
"It was broken top
(cracked rock) way high
and there was no way
anyone could have known
that," he said. "We
hadn't had any problem
(with it)whatsoever."
Post said he had not
heard any of the men talk
about the overhead slate
in the mine being
unstable. But Walter Arbogast said his brother,
Donald, the last victim
found, indicated the day
before he went into the
mine that he was worried
about the condition of the

rock.
supervisor at WVU
"He didn't think he was Hospital, said today that
going to go to work on ac- Cutlip has "huge
count of the bad top wounds" in both arms, a
they'd run into," he said. fractured right leg and
"But he went back bruised ribs that made
anyway."
breathing difficult.
Mrs. Dils said the arm
The mine was opened'
last March, company of- wounds had disturbed the
ficials said, and was balance of blood and
worked by about 18 other fluids in Cutlip's
miners on different body and that he was suffering from "total body
shifts.
Three of the six men shock." She said Cutlip
intravenous
trapped in the collapse had several
to his
attached
devices
survived the fall, but one,
would
Denzil Cutlip, 27, remain- body and that he
facility's
the
in
remain
ed in serious condition today at University intensive care section
Hospital in Morgantown. "until the imbalance is
Two others, Carl Hull, 24, under control."
and Larry Clevenger, 18,
The cave-in occurred
were unhurt.
about 1,800 feet from the
Joan Dils, a nursing entrance to the non-union

coal mine, officials said,
and about 3S0 feet
underground. The mine is
Wear the top of Leatherwood,and the only access
Is along a narrow, rock
road that winds its way
up the mountainside.
The accident was in Ow
furthest reaches of the
small mine, where the
coal seam is 40 inches
thick and miners work on
their hands and knees.
"It was right on top of
their backs. They didn't
know it was coming,"
said Tom May, one of the
rescuers who worked 33
consecutive hours to
reach the trapped men.
laboriously chipping
away at the block and
carrying the pieces away
by hand.

Poisonous Fumes Cause Confusing Scene For Detectives
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Homicide detectives thought they had
stumbled onto the scene
of a homocide when they
arrived at apartment 7-D
at Young Garden Apart-

ments. But it turned out
to be quite a different
matter.
Larry Paul came
stumbling to the door,
naked and totally
disoriented. Vickie

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Knocks
5 Watering
places
9 River in
Scotland
12 Leprechaun
land'
13 Sailor's
patron saint
14 Decay
15 Lying face
down
17 Malady
19 Hot
21 Comfort
22 Prophet
24 Step — it!
25 1812 event
26 Moccasin
27 Hurry
29 Italian river
31 Skill
32 Part of "to be
33 Pronoun
34 Posed for
portrait
35 Thoron
symbol
36 Agree
38 Small bird
39 Hard-wood
tree
40 Xenon
symbol
41 Danish island
42 Vessel
44 Violin:
Colloq.
46 Cap
ornaments
48 Spanish
pots
51 Everyone
52 Repetition
54 Bacteriologist's wire
55 Fish eggs
56 Robin's place

57 Waste
aBowance
DOWN
I Corded
cloth
2 Ventilate
3 Guard
4 Madrid title
5 Compass pt.
6 Tract of
land
7 Among
8 The sun
9 Gloomy
10 Vast ages
11 Diminutive
suffix
16 Teutonic
deity
18 Average
20 Wanders
22 Quarrel
23 Merit
25 Direction
27 Jumble
28 Harmonized
29 Couple
30 Director

YES, MA'AM,I'VE
BEEN READING
THE BOOK...

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

100010 00BEIC
01:112000 10100000
00 DOOM 01100
ULIII 0[11100 008
0000 00000 WU
UNUOU UW001030
NUM CUM
OULIEILIG31111

U0 UU000 0000
1000 0120U0 ULILI
12000 000UU 00
UOU0U0 1100000
00000 000E10
Prerninger
34 Pittsburgh
Player
36 Snakes
37 Lives
39 Passageway
41 Apportion
42 Leading
player

43 Nimbus
44 Floating
mass of ice
45 Act
47 Sea eagle
49 Peer Gynt's
mother
50 Deposit
53 And: Lat.

Johnson, 8, lay curled in
her bed in a fetal position,
her body dehydrated and
her lips parched.
In another bedroom,
the body of her mother,
27-year -old Judy
Johnson, lay under the
covers, swollen and
decomposing. She had
been dead 48 hours.
"We thought the man
was a psychopath,a mental patient," Sgt. Jim
Phillips said of the grim
discovery Thursday."He
didn't know if he was
coming or going."
Neighbors and
relatives gathered at the
door of the apartment,
unable to believe what
had happened, and the
police had to call
reinforcements to control
the crowd.
As detectives prepared
to arrest Paul, they
gradually began .to

I READ THE ACKNOWLEI76MENT5,114E TRANSLATOR'S
NOTES, THE INTRODUCTION,
1I4E PREFACE,THE FOREWORD
AND THE mcicATION...

returns Saturday night
showed 1,492 votes
against bottled liquor
sales with 645 votes in
favor.
"My first reaction is
"Praise the Lord!," said
the Rev. Jack Jinks,
pastor of Northside Baptist Church in McMinnville.
"We had a special
prayer meeting this week
to bind Satan," he said.
"I believe it was a lot of
Christian people praying
to God."
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OH, NO--NOT
MY DOG

LIKE ORDINARY
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AS OSCAR WI LDE
SAID,"FORGIVE YOUR
ENEMIES, NOTHING
ANNOYS THEM
SO MUCH"

I FORGIVE
YOU
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YOU'RE RIGHT, IT
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Jinks was one of
several pastors who joined forces to campaign
against the liquor
referendum.
"We worked together,
cutting across denominational lines," Jinks said.
"In the past we spent our
time and energy fighting
each other.
"Our unity this time
made a difference."
The campaign to
legalize liquor sales was
spearheaded by Michael
Schklar, a 19-year-old

university student studying finance at the
University of South
Florida.
After the defeat
became apparent Saturday, Schklar promised to
try again, perhaps as
soon as the November
1982 general election
when the issue would be
voted on county-wide.
Schklar said he has
received encouragement
from Warren county
residents who assured
him "it would be a shoo-in

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— A judge, pondering the
prospect of a lengthy
Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire civil trial, says
he will decide next week
whether to allow defendants to include about 300
cross-claims in the
proceedings.
Judge John Diskin in
Campbell Circuit Court
on Friday met with
lawyers for both sides to
iron out ground rules for
the Jan. 19 trial of about
20 remaining defendants
who manufactured
materials and furniture
used in the Southgate,
Ky.,nightspot.
There already have
been two trials stemming

from the fire May 28,
1977, which killed 167 people and injured another
114.
Diskin was told that if
the defendants are allowed to try cross-claims
during the trial, including
those defendants who
have already settled with
the victims, the trial
could last six months or
more.
Cross-claims are suits
among defendants to
spread the liability in
case a court finds in favor
ofthevictims.
"If we try all the cases
and cross-claims, we'll be
lucky to finish in 1982,"
said William McCracken,
counsel for General Elec-

FOLLovveo SY THE
MEAT-LOAF
SURPRISE

LEXINGTON, Ky.
The University of
Kentucky Board of
Trustees is expectell to
appoint a special committee Tuesday to look into
the possibility of mining
millions of tons of coal in
a reseateti forest owned
by the school.
A resolution prepared
by UK's administration
calls for the committee to
weigh "the legal, environmental, economic
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THE V*OR5T case OF 'tit
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and technical aspects" of
mining coal in the Robinson Forest, a 14,000-acre
tract located in Knott and
Breathitt counties.
The committee is also
directed to make a policy
recommendation on
future use of the forest
Land, which was received
by the university in 1923
and 1930 from the E.O.
Robinson Mountain
Fund.
William Sturaill,

Diseaie Reports Released
GARGE.1 GOT
A TIP.' THAT'S
AN OPIUM
DEN'

AVAILABLE

Because there were no
permit applications, the
water heaters were never
inspected.
Lawrence also said
having the work performed by a maintenance man
instead of a plumber was
a violation of city and
state codes. But he said
that because there is no
criminal law under which
violators can be charged,
it is unlikelianyone will
be prosecuted.
Clay, former executive
director of the ParkDuvalle Neighborhood
Service Center and a staff
counselor with the Kentucky Housing Corp., said
he was unaware of the
permit requirements.
"The truth is I just
didn't know. I'm a sick
man over this," he said.
Clay, who said he is one
of the building's three
owners and who also

manages it, promised to
cooperate fully with of
ficials and repair other
furnaces or heaters found
defective or without
permits.
Melvin Tarver, the
maintenance man who
did the work, said the
water heater in Miss
Johnson's apartment was
installed in March but he
could not find the right
size exhaust vent and it
was still on order. He said
he thought the heater
would not give off ar
much carbon monoxide.
because it was new.
Authorities speculated
that the fumes did not
build up to a deadly level
before. because windows
may have been open dur
ing warmer months
Recent weeks have
brought the first extend.
ed cold _ weather since
March.

if the whole county got to
vote on it."
"There was some confusion about when we can
go for another vote,"
Schklar said. "I talked to
the state election coordinator (David Collins)
and he said there's
nothing on the books to
prevent me from
bringing it up tomorrow
on a city vote."
Should he try, the antiliquor forces say they're
still ready.
"Surely the voters have

spoken in such unmistakable terms that we
will not have to expend all
this time and money
again," said Harold N.
Roney, chairman of
Citizens Against Legalized Liquor. Roney, a
leader of the Westwood
Church of Christ in
McMinnville, said Saturday's vote "confirms the
verdicts deliverekd by
the voters in 1967 and 1976
and puts McMinnville
clearly on record as beilig
opposed to the sale of liquor.

Judge To Make Decision In Case

(AP) —

°
li
r
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the three after not seeing
them for three days, and
called the police after finding Miss Johnson dead
and Paul and Vickie
overcome.
Each apartment at the
six -building, 52apartment Young Garden
complex has a gas-fired
furnace and water heater
in its hallway.
City building inspectors
found seven other water
heaters and seven
furnaces in the complex
so dangerous that they
immediately shut them
off.
Jim Lawrence,
Louisville's building inspection director, said
the owner, Frank A. Clay
Jr., had a maintenance
worker install water
heaters in Miss Johnson's
apartment and about a
dozen others without
obtaining permits.

tric Co.
Lawyers for the vietans said they haven't
decided on their position.
Attorney Louis F.
Gilligan said they don't
want to try the case
twice.
"If they get into the
Schillings and ULH&P,
we might as well try the
whole shebang," said
Gilligan. The Schilling
family owned and
operated the club. They
and the Union Light, Heat
& Power Co. have
already settled out of
court.
Several defendants in
the upcoming trial have
named both in

cross-claims allegine
negligence in the fire.
William B. O'Neal.
another defense attorney.
suggested. that
cross-claims against
defendants who have settled be omitted from the
trial.
Ralph- Mitchell, attorney for the Schillinfis
said to include such
cross-claims would result
in a retrial of all the
cases.
Other defense attorneys suggested tee°
trials: one for the neA
defendants and a. second
for cross-claims if the
court finds for the
victims.

UK To Appoint Mining Committee

r, i_.'s_iit is
foLe4rax,Ift r
I'LL START
WITH THE SEAN

monoxide, the colorless,
odorless gas given off by
water heaters, two days
before she was found.
Paul, because of the
fumes, had been too
disoriented to understand
that the woman he lived
with had died.
Vickie was taken to
Kosair-Children's
Hospital, where she was
reported in satisfactory
condition Friday. Paul
was admitted to
University Hospital and
was in serious condition.
Adams speculated that
they might have survived
because they spent more
time near the front door
of the apartment, which
may have provided a
draft.
But both probably
would have died if
Lawrence "Slim" Simmons Jr., a neighbor, had
not thought to look in on

Residents Again Defeat Liquor Sale Referendum
McMINNVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Voters in this
Middle Tennessee community have defeated for
a third time a referendum that would legalize
liquor sales within the city limits, but an
organizer of the drive
says he may try again in
November.
Seventy percent of
those voting in Saturday's referendum turned
thumbs down on the proposal for the third time in
14 years. Unofficial

WELL,NOT ACTUALLY
THE BOOK YET...

realize that the case was
not murder, and that
something else was
wrong. A puppy dragged
itself across the floor,
drowsy and barely alive.
Some of the detectives
grew nervous, suspecting
some kind of bizarre flu
strain or food poisoning.
"We didn't know what
the hell it was," Phillips
said.
Then he and other
detectives saw it, in a
hallway off the living
room. A. gas water
heater, with no vent,
"pointing straight into
the room."
"It hit me like lightning," Phillips said.
Police and Deputy Coroner Robert Adams
reconstructed what probably happened.
Adams said Miss
Johnson probably was
poisoned by carbon

BUT IT'S ILLEGAL. SHOULD'
BE CLOSED!
WE TRIED.
IMPOSSIBLE!
BELONGS TO
GOOROO

BUY A SAG.
6001,STUFF.
FIVE
BANG°.

SOMETHII•G FC155101-Er
FORGET
ROOKIE, THAT CAR..PARKEO
IT, HE
WORKS BY A FIREPLUG.GIVE
HIM A TICKET
FOR
GOOROO.

TowarRcw:&caw

CHICAGO(AP) — Loggers and farmers
repeatedly exposed to
airborne ash particles
•from the eruptions of
Mount St. Helens could
develop silicosis, a
chronic lung aisease, a
new report says.
Dr. Peter Baxter of the
national Centers for
Disease Control, one of

the authors of the report
published in today's issue
of the Journal of the
American Medical
Association, said
thousands of workers in
Washington state face the
health hazard. The report
says outdoor workers
should wear faee masks
to avoid the lung-scarring
disease.

secretary of the state's
Energk-anoLA,gricultural
Cabinet and Chairman of
the UK board, said Saturday that he was not
aware the resolution had
been prepared.
"I have not seen the
agenda for Tuesday's
meeting," he said.
"Whatever action I take
will be dictated by the ac-
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(ion of the board."
Jack Blanton, UK s
vice president for
business affairs, said that
"several political people
had suggested to us that
(Robinson Forest) t‘i,
an asset we could use "
He said that the administration wants to
establish a future-usepolicy because of recent
inquiries from coal companies about mining in
the forest.
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2 NOTICE

2. NOTICE

ATC110

Two ways to get
almost anywhere.

1HONDA 82

2 NOTICE
Mirrors For Christmas M
& G Complete Glass Co
has a complete line of
frames and custom cut
mirrors. We do picture
framing & cut glass table
tops. We custom make
gun cabinets show cases
and display cases. Install
auto glass window glass
and plate glass Repair
storm windows storm
doors and patio door
glass. M & G Glass 816
Coldwater Road. 753 0180
or 753 2798.
-Watkins specials black
pepper vanilla menthol
camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753 8284.

5. LOST & FOUND
Lost-heavy herring bone
chain gold bracelet. Lost
while shaping in Mur
ray. Reward offered for
it's return. Ca11474 2717

6 HELP WANTED

Overby Honda
801 S. 4th
753-4092

$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dic
tionary company -- needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1 716-8426000. Ext. 5112.
Cosmotologist, 3 years ex
perience, professional,
mature, goal oriented,
good personality, solid
background in perm and
color. High income poten•
tial. 753-2266.

AUCTION

HELP
WANTED

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTAE

FRI., DEC. 18, 11 A.M.
Nighway 641 North,
100 North 12th Street
filarray, Kentucky
Preperty of John Randolph

S Acres Prime Commercial
Property Ready
For Development
- to be offered in 6 tracts and as o
whole

535 on Busy Highway 641 - 410-' Deep; (4)
100' lots; (1) 135' lot x 250-' deep;(1) 160'
on Southwood Dr. x 535' deep
The Property is within sight of Murray State
University and the Fastest Growing Section of
Murray.
Terms: 15% Day of Sale Balance On or Before
December 30, 1911

FOR

Join thefight.

Large variety of
Pottery Makes
Ideal Christmas
Gifts. Call Roger
Hudson.

753-4545
78 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Sale.
Coll 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.
Pointing. Children
In The Right Direction 759-4444; Bible Story 7594445.

Get Reedy For The
Holiday Season
Rental Suggestions: Santa Claus
Suits

Murray'Rental
& Sales
Center
200 1. Alain
753-1201

-

Take your Tiny Tots to
Carter Studio Special
packages are available

Carter
Studio
300 Main

753-8298

NOTICE
.4 7 Ijc,.f

• to the residence;
of Hazel and South
641 Water District
Area. The South
641 Water District
Project is almost
completed. If any
property or streets
have not been
'satisfactory
restored.Please
notify J. Robert
Taylor
., Carmen
Parks or Velma
Miller immediately.

Against cancer try helping the
McDowell Callan Foundation raise
funds to build a cancer center for
Kentuddans.
Reaching our goal of $19 mii4on
depends on the generosity of people
Ilk. you.
Please send contributions to:
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION. 915 South Limestone, Lexington. Kentucky 40536.
All donations will be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
,s11,10,ifsr
Farm.

e
;

.Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main 759. •
4073.
-Mature lady to live with
retired lady 753 8648.
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
Purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair: Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
Attention MDE and WBE
sub-contractors and suppliers. We are preparing
a bid to be submitted Dec.
17, 1981 on Waste Water
System facilities in Murray,
Ky. We are
soliciting sub bids on the
following work: earth
work, fence work,
paving,
landscapingprecast conpiping,
crete,
paneling,
resil int
ceramic tile,
flooring,
painting,
plumbing. HVAC and
electrical plans and
specifications may be examined at our Office or
several othpr locations. If
interested in any of this
work please contact us at
once at Service Construction Co. P. 0. Box 40646
Tn, 37204,
Nashville,
Phone 615 255 3161. '

14 Kt. Opal Pendants,
Regular $139.00
NOW $39.95
One Groom Dimmed
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

GOLD &
SILVER INC.
Olympic Plats
753-7113

CAR STEREO
P,oneer.
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo
Professional in•
stallation. Sunset.
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center Chestnut St.
753-0113.
Selmer Flute like new
$125.00 753-0964.

23 EXTERMINATING
0

MURDER

10x55 2 bedroom trailer
east of Almo. Call 7533320.

28 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

14K diamond ring, men's BUSINESS RENTALS
1 Ct., 7 stone, 4 men's and •
women's gold rings. Fine
Mini
glass, clocks, copper
many
plates,
design
Warehouse
quality gift items! Low
St
epwc.
prices. Need cash. Leo,
753-9898.
F.,

753-4738
1 year old traditional sofa
$275.00 entertainment li361) sq. ft. building
center $150.00. Call 759 formerly occuppied by
1831 after 5 p.m.
Dishes N Things in Dixieland Shopping Center on
AAA CUSTOM MADE Chestnut. Days call 753CABINETS, bookcases, 7972 nights call 753-3018.
music centers, etc
32. APTS. FOR RENT
Reasonable 436'256'

Rent a fluffy furry Santa
Suit from the Kappa
Department and surprise
someone this Christmas.
Call 753 8233.

Would like a responsible
lady to babysit in my home
4 days a week. Call 753 5663
after 5 p.m.
_
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dc
tionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
experience unages,
necessary. Call 17168426000. Ext. 5112.

1975 14x70 mobile home
all electric 3 bedrooms
central heat and air ex ,
cellent condition. Located
in Fox Meadows Tr. Pk.
753-6815 after 4 p.m.

Near Murray 2 bedroom
completely furnished with
regular house furniture
washer t.v. and other ex
hone 753-3911
tras. No pets, 759-1305
1976 14x60 2 bedroom
24 MISCELLANEOUS mobile home and lot
1974 Olds 88 Royale, 2 underpinned central air
back porch with awning
door, excellent condition.
1977 Olds 88 Royale, 4 10x10 storage building.
door, one owner, low Phone 759-1956 after 3:00.
mileage. 1971 VW ex, 2 bedroom, $160 Brandi's
cellent condition, extra Tr. Pk. 753-8411.
nice, 1976 Honda CB 125 S
low mileage. R X 73 Mit- Trailer for rent'. See
subishi cassette AM FM Brandon Dill at Dill's
car stereo. Hoover Trailer Ct. No calls
upright vacuum cleaner. please.
all 753 4575 after 6 p.m

live-in Housekeeper
for 3 children working
father. References required.

Medical receptionist 9 a.m.1 p.m. 5 days a week. $335
per hour medical office experience preferred. Action
Personnel 753-6532.

Viceroy 11)60 1970 model 2
air conditioners $5000. Call
437-4641.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

Ben Franklin wood stove
tike new $85.00. 4374467
days 437-4850 nights.

One Stop Store and
Grill attendant
manager. Send
Resume to: Job. P.
0. Box 499, Lexington Tn. 38351
or call for an appointment 1-901968-3800.

27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES

2 bedroom trailer near
Murray no pets
nice.
489-2611.

Live -In Motel
Manager, living
quarters, utilities
furnished. Salary
$500 per month plus
100 a month off time
pay. Ideal for mother
with child or retired
non working couple.

Apparel Sales. I m
mediate, permanent job
with morning hours. Must
have' apparel sales ex
perience. Apply in per
son: MINNENS Olympic
Plaza 1-5 p.m. daily.
E.O.E.

SALE

22 MUSICAL

727..A7TS.
.".
F(
7iZrNT
'mlAn
. 34. HOUSES FOR RENT HOUSES FOR RENT 34. HOUSES FOR RENT

Firewood seasoned oak
and hickory will cut to
order. Bulk rates
availabloCall 753-7300 or
753 7585.
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24" available. $27.50 a
rick delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.

Nu Leasing

MUICAL
APARTMENTS
I. 1 & 3 bedroom oils from
$165.00 per no. HanSupped wit. Newly constricted rental heal and air,
carpeted, kitchen appliances.
Office Nalf5 Moo.-Fri. 9401240 Now.
Northwood Dr.
Norray,ly.
502459,4934
feral Noosing Opportunity

Firewood
Order now and burn' Upstairs 2 bedroom
seasoned wood this winter apartment near
436 2758
downtown. Water and
Fork lifts new and used heat furnished. Call in
complete line of lifts for afternoon 753'4645.
every purpose. Datsun One bedroom furnished
and others. If you need a apartment 1 block from
lift give us a call 502-247- campus. No pets. Water
4069.
furnished. $140 per
-month. Available Dec. 30.
Slabs tor sale bundled or
call 7511203.
banded. You haul or we
Nice 1 bedroom furnished
100
bundle
will haul in
-Lets. Call Shomaker apartment near university and shopping center.
Lumber Co. McKenzie
Tn. 901-352-5777. 7 to 5 Reasonably priced. 753after 5 901 352-3632 also 3949.
sawdust.
2 or 3 bedroom furnbished
.apartment on Olive St. No
Wood for sale $25.00 a pets
lease and deposit.
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489Call 753 9208 after 4 p.m.

2231.

Equal Housing 1 and 2
bedroom apartment. Call
Murray Manor 753 8660.
Efficiency one or two
bedroom Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
753 4109 or 436-2844.
All electric efficiency
apartment $120.00 month
$120.00 deposit. 753-9829.

Nice 2 bedroom brick
with large utility,
dryer
washer,
refrigerator, air condi
boner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
proper references and
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
p.m.

43 REAJISTATE

*wklob

1 bedroom furnished
apartment air condition.
Call 7533139. Located on
121 north next to
fairgrounds.

YD-11
REAL ESTATE
753-110110

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Boys. Large private room
with kitchen facilities '2
block from campus. Call
753-1342.
Rooms for rent 1 block
from university 753 1812,
753-6933.

34. klOUSES FOR RENT
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-436,1353.
2 bedroom all electric
home in Aurray. $150
month, $100 deposit. 7539829.
2 bedroom refrigerator
stove dishwasher furnish
ed. 121 South New Con- cord area. Phone 436-5606
after 12:00 noon.
2 bedroom brick shady
in
lot - garden spot,
country. Married couples
references and
only
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
p.m.
Immediately available
1' 2 story
redecorated,
house 94 East. Large kit
chen cook stove builtutility
in cabinets
room. bath:$150.00 marr ied couple,
references no lets 753,7551.
IC IN

Wanted - older or
graduate female student
to share house, very
reasonable expenses. Call
759-011 after 6 p.m.

UnfOrnished house for
rent. Stove, refrigerator,
water and sewage furnished. Close to hospital.
Prefer couple. 753-1450.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 I.. P. Miller St.(Across From Commesity cower)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Hours

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 - 753-3L85

KEI\IWOOD
STEREO FOR YOUR CAR

The ultimate
stereo.
KPIC-611 CASSETTE#(CEIVEM

Treat yourself to excellence. There is no better
way than with KENWOOD! With its high tech.
nology performance, the result of exceptional
engineering; Kenwood car stereo lets you enjoy
music the way you like it. It's in a class by itself.
May,ws demonstrate?
1

ffret,61,1, s
PURDOM'S 4 Sunset Boulevard
4

Music

OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC,
CADILLAC

Oidelael Ceder (bar Wed
Chested St. 153-0113

RECORDS - TAPES - STEREOS

4
4
41981 Chevrolet Pickup
48,000 miles, one4
4owner.

fix*:s.,,- our best cbristInas.ever,

• .01980 Model AMC Con4corde, 4 door sedan,
4one owner, low4
Furnished,apartments efticiency 1 or 1 bedroom. Zim 0mileage, like new. ,
%1406 W. Main
19)5/
fT

Vernon's
Western Store..
Plaza
Levi Jeans
Men's s15.95

4"

1(
3Q

It

•

753-53154
13/11 rite •

$10°° Off

CLAYTONS
753-7575

2 bedroom furnished
house in country. Garden
spot and water furnished.
753 7671.
One bedroom house in
Lakeway Spores. Partly
furnished, water furnished. Call 753-6123.

OWNER LEFt
TOWNMAKE OFFER
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
B.V. is ideally
located at 1501
London Drive,
Canterbury. So
many quality
features, kitchen
appliances, all
draperies included. Newly painted,
inside and out last
year. Double
garage, automatic
opener, beautiful
landscaped lot.
Mid -60's.
INVESTMENT
PERFECT
1909 Westwood,
almost new
duplex, cedar
siding, each side
features 2 B.R.,
living room, kitchen, bath, wall to
wall carpeting, app 1 ia nces, city'
water and sewer.
Each side rents for
$225. See this one
soon. In 50's.

Kenney Rogers Jeans

WANTED

Nice 3 bedroom house for
rent close to university
$275.00 per month plus
deposit. Call 753-9565 after
4:30 p.m.

Rent with option to buy
new 3 bedroom log home
2,,2 miles west of Murray.
No singles, no pets,
references required, first
and last months rent. Call
753-6774 between 9 5 and
753-6855 after 6:00.

Pm-ofeil10114 Sem ire
,
war, The F riewdl% Touch

Small tuper market in ex-c el lent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502
merman Apts. S. 16th 753247-1461 or 247-5961 after 6609
7:30 p.m.
Duplex 2 bedroom near
Kenwood K RC 511 casette
university. QUiet setting.
receiver, Kenwood KGC
$210 00 monthly • Call 753equalizer, Amp 8096
Couple needed to take 737 grafic
4928659.
Nice large single
care of elderly man in his car stereo. Call
bedroom,
carpeted
home. 753 1634.
NEWTON ANNOUNCES
Firewood for sale, $20 floors,
$125.00 month
rick delivered. Call 437- rent Deposit required,
Early Buyer Specials
SITUATION WANTED 4731.
no pets allowed. Located
Save
at 1602 Dodson St. Call
Riders to Mayfield, mid
Custom made rifle case,
753 6564 to see.
nights to 8 a.m. shift Call
slings, leather clothing.
order ycar Soles Promotion items now.
_ -759-4011 after 6 p.m.
Murray Leather Shop, Newly decorated one
Will do babysitting in my Dixieland Center. 759- bedroom apartment
Tabs,
9633.
1983 Calendars, 1983 Pocket Planners, Key
$175.00 per month. Call
home. 7534417.
Gihwore, Book Matches.
Spann Realty Associates
14 WANT TO BUY
26 TV RADIO
753-7724. .
For delivery next Nov.-Dec. Pay in Jan. 1983. No
price increase guaranteed. Bonus Merchandise.
White faced hereford
1 bedroom furnished
James Godec - 436-2850.
Call
adults.
calves, weaned. Can
apartment
for
Large
either be red or black.
New paint and drapes. 2
Selection
Call 753 8539_
blocks from hospital. No
v.• •
.• •'
•
•
pets Lease and deposit
•
TV's
Used
•
•
•
•
•
WANTED
required. Call 753-9208
25" color $39.95
baby Shoes to be bronzed.
after 4 p.m
Call 1-443 5926 from 13 a.m.
19" color, 13" col2 bedroom furo,ished or
to 10 p.m. We pick up your
•
or, 19" B/W
unfurnished apartment. •
shoes arid give you a
753-8730 beforei 5 p.m.
receipt.
753-6965 after 50.m.
753-757
Two bedroom &par nri7T
HOME FURNISHINGS
for rent, range, ovep
Olympic
Black naughyde sectional
27 MOBILE
refrigerator, dishwasher,,
sofa with corner table. Ex
disposal, washer and.
SALES
HOMES
••
cellent condition $75.00.
dryer hookup, air, carpet. •
Mobile home for sale or , No pets. One year lease.
Call 753 6916
Men & Women
rent. Located in Puryear. and $225 deposit required.'
Brown velvet recliner, ex
2 bedroom completely $225 per month. Phone
•
••
cellent shape 595.00. 753
furnished. Sale price 753 2622 or 753-3865
4.
9829,
_
rent $100.00
57 000.00.
unfurnished
bedroom
monthly plus deposit. 901- 2
19 FARM EQUIPMENT 247
duplex with stove
5357.
•
•
refrigerator
656 International diesel
Richardson
12x60
two
1971
disposal.
dishwasher and
tractor. 7 ft. diesel - plow
central air Extra nice in Westwood
bedroom
10'.2 ft. disk with hair 6 ft
onheat (gas)
and
SubIS
. Heat pump with low
bush hog mower 4 row rod
••
Womens and Misses $23.95
furnished. 753-3142 utiliti $250.00 month 753
dery hoe 160 .busbel grain
'daytime after 5 p.m. 753- 3742 b fore, 4:00 p.m. or
wagon Call 492 8621
Students /1
(1854.
305 792-5565 after 4 p.m.
Children $12.95
••
22. MUSICAL
Very nice 14 x 70 Schultz
1 bedroom furnished
Homestead
all
electric,
3
set
$200
8 piece drum
Call
One Complete Wall of
bedroom house. apartment available. No
753 6265 ,
Carpeting, partially No- children or pets. Call 753
Dress Slacks, Leather Vests,
nished, central heat and 3913 after 5 p.m.
Jackets, Shirts, Coats etc.
aff,7 10 x 12 wooded 1
room efficiency apart
sundeck, underpinning, ment, $90. LOCated at cor
storm windows, steps, ner of 16th and Olive St.
••
antenna, 250 amp service, across from university.
Responsible party to
4354117
Call
for
$10,500.
Call 753 1793.
take ej payments on
appointment
Fre $1000 Gift certificate on Men or Women's Boots
like new piano.
We manage property for
Use
3 bedroom trailer $125.00 others. Have 2 garage'
per month, on Hwy. 299 apartments also 1 fur
Open 9a.m
r:47to°r9Lapt.em
r.
between Stella and nished mobile homes. Col
Kirk sey. Call 435 4193 Of eman Real Estate 753
489 2539.
9898 .

CLAYTONS

3 bedroom brick in the
country $225.00 per month.
436 2166.

3 bedroom house in Almo
Heights 5275.00 month.
Phone 753-8411.
Enjoy beautiful
Christmas. Pine Bluff
Shores. Completely furnished $200.00 month
$100.00 deposit. 759-1074
753 2649.

CI-

Twin Lakes
Office Products
314 Mein
m"

753-0123

#

Att4

Christmas Layaway
Any

PIONEER
CAR STEREO

or
KENWOOD
STEREO FOR YOUR CAR

or Speakers
Down
ONLY $20°O

Sunset Boulevard
•

MUSIC
'wow Ceder (liar NNW
Cliestal SI. 1531113
AtECORDS
:4,k

-JAPS -SIREN
A•t, /IA ;
- 11A-lic4111--•%A-

nr••••tip

BEST

COI
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31E114
1
%frAMMM INWMI X 303/7/
387PETS
SUPPLIES
-371.
FreTrCl
§JPLIE
43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
49. USED CARS
7173ED
.
5
TRUCKS
SERVICESOFFEREOIERVICES OFF E RED
Labrador Retreiver pup
Surplus Jeeps. Cars. and
1978
124
QUICK
black
with
FOR
Cement
PRICED
pies AKC champion sired
For yOur lime hauling and
•
SALE Three bedroom gold pin stripes air condi- Trucks available Many lime
Paradise Kennels 753
weadotto white rock
Sell for under S700 00 Call
tioned
on
town
console
large
home
automatic
in
ROOFING
4106.
gravel sand coal hauling
lot 150 x 106. This home tin wheel power door locks 312-742-1113 Ext 2641 for call
& SHINGLES
753
we
Roger
445
or
••
is neat and clean ready brand new tires' $700.00 information on how to Hudson 10Cafed 10 miles References. Al week
Dachshund puppies for
system. Call purchase
stereo
in.
Insulated
move
to
ge•r•eteed. Pre.
east on Hwy 94
sale, 7 weeks old, no
garage and fenced anytime Mon. Fri 467 2211.
Isfinmeres. Cad 7S9papers. 47.1-2325.
Si
CAMPERS
Ideal
invest
backyard.
APPLIANCE SERVICE IRS9for IS
1.
LTD 11 I door sharp one
merit property convenient owner
KENMORE
Dachshund out of
Call
491
8127
1977
Midas
Motor
Home
to stores; could be zoned
WHIRLPOOL. Fence sales at Sears now
registered breed. 901-247
commercial. Talk to us 1977 Toyota Celica 4 speed 30 ft. 12000 miles WESTINGHOUSE
20
5580
•
DisiskelSlisppig Carter
about financing. For like new 45C1O miles. Call generator 2 roof air years experience. Bob Call Sears '53 2.)10 to,
hi••••Tessi
free
microwave
$16000.
or
best
more information call 753-1796.
AKC German Shepard pupby Hopper, Bob's .AP needsestimate tor you,
offer 474 8038
REALTY
SPANN
WAKE
i/P
pies
28
champions 5 generapiiance Service 203 S 5th
Op. Ivory Day
ASSOCIATES 753-7724. 1972 Chevy Impala $65000
tions. Also guard dogs.
Rooting Hot Tar ant'
WITH A SMILE
St 753 472or _753 NM
MOTORS
&
BOATS
52
7261
Call
753
Registered American In this beautiful
Gravel Root' Ask abou!
Ilati Mistimes
Need
work
on
your
trees?
Eskimo Spitz puppies. 502- home in Canter1961 Studebaker best offer 14 ft. Alumacraft with good Topping, Pruning. OW 5 year guarantee Roofs
554-2153.
Dan per faddy nen
_
753-6265.
trailer equipped with spare ing, complete removal coated cola or not ap
bury. Graceful
plications shingle root,tire and bearing buddies and more. Call BOVE
econalical Inning? Walton
R'S removed
oCustom Mode Ledther Gifts. Six month old Black styling and custom
and repfacec
1979 Buick Regal V6 Winter price $495,00 Mur TREE SERVICE,for pro
walking alma of school?
Great 0a n4,-full quality can be seen
Coinpiete rout and deck
ray
Bait
Co.
75.3
5693
47000
engine
milts
good
gas
WI* two 11041room wfri two
fessional
tree
care
753
pedigree, cropped ears,
mg removed and repia
mileage $1100. Call 312-2514
horlis? Lew atainanance
8536.
*Block Powder Clothing
fully obedience trained. throughout this
Roll roofing
d
SERVICES
OFFEREQ
••
aol
awelkat
gase1y7
At
o
home.
brick
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753- lovely
fiberglass shifigles
Will
sharpen
hand
saws,
1978
Camero
black
white
pica
of
Ins
rhea
516,000?
6527.
Delightful floor
chain saws and skill saws stalled on sirdior 4112
interior V automatic air
Inn call 753-1492 now,
*Rifle Slings, Belts, Hots
Aluminum Service .1,0
oof 133 SO ,...abor arid
plan: 3 bedrooms,
Call 753 4656.
rally
wheels
radial
tires
after hours 753-0117.
All*or
material
12 week old AKC den with fireplace,
••
aluminum ad well
spoiler. 1.4200.00. 753-140
guarantt.eci tn, proles
Labrador Retrievers only formal living and
*Wallets, Billfolds
paneling - s,onals
Siding, custom trim Carpenter
Rating Cc.
1981 Datsun S speed over3 left. Will hold until
etc 30 years experience 617 0158Yates
work. References Call
dining rooms, and
call L.01 ,e('
Christmas. Call 753-408.
drive AM FM cassette air
••
Will Ed Bailey, 753- 436 2253
kitchen with cook*Ladies Purses
$400.00. Call between 1-4
43. REAL ESTATE
762-2401
after
has
island,
7
also
ing
p.m. 7590689.
9a19.
heat
We repair ,anything made •• I Punkin L Therms I economical
Asphalt
111ETTI
lit.
KALIMS®
and
driveways
pump. Call today
1976 Cadillac Seville parking lots
sealed by
1300Svownem
silver on silver 42000 - Sears.
for an appointIssarsece L
free estimates
liturrac. Kerikidly 42071
of leather
miles loaded. Call 753 call 753For
ment.
keel Estate
C3011753.1492
2310,
7441
or
753821$.
••
LOT IN
Soatiside Cevrt Sq.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
81-51
SHERWOOD
759-9633
Nisommimosommar continuous gutters installMurray, Kentecky
FOREST
ed per, your specifica753.4451
$2100.00 down Take over
Shop
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
Nice wooded
reasonable payments and
free
estimate.
for
shop
with
this
2
bay
2
2
And
residential lot
bedroom apatments will
(100' x 300').
All your-plumbing and air
Compare!
be yours. Let 'that shop
conditioning needs. Also
Located on Not..9i4PPY"--1.
44appyyou've always wanted be
'Holidays
do carpentry, painting,
Web/mg
tingham Drive. A
yours. Call Spann Realty
Many
roofing and concrete. All
Assoc. 753-7724.
1977
good buy at ONLY
work done to satisfaction
Models
4,900.00.
Ford
753-2211.
To
rirof-essional
Granada
Street.
FOR SALE
paperhanging, painting,
'
Ghia.
Choose
Realty
farm buildings, top. sides.
42 ACRES
Ink Vain 13N1.11
Commercial or
Near Kentucky
From
a
lma
residential. Call Tremon
111-414.2
Lake in the
Office Coen Is Cent .
farris.
759-1917..
Good condition,
Sayers freeteerywliere
Ledbetter Church
Layaway Now For Christmos
753-1222
clean,
good family Alexander Septic,. Tank
999
Rollin
Service
Since
I
community is this
Cleaning. Vacuum cleanWe
Service Only What We Sell
1912
Coldwater
Reed
car. Asking $2,X1. ed from your driveway.
choice parcel of
42071
Merrey,
Iteatecky
wooded acreage.
Call 753-U21 alter 5 Industrial, residential,
PRICE JUST
(S12)753-0116
or commercial, 24 hour
Owner financing
Anytime
REDUCED
Plc •
service. Call 753-5933.
very atavailable
JOE
L.
KENNON
On this attractiveOnly Iram
Model M3TA-6P
tractive terms. OfIvan
Automobile mechanic
ly remodeled 3
Murray
cu. ft. oven interior
mak che
Liceesed
& Beaded
1972 MG red with black in will do work on automatic'
fered at . $27,500.
bedroom home.
tenor, perfect condition and all gasoline engined,
Phone 753-1222,
This Magic Chef microwave oven Is nothing short of bnlbant
Central gas furtrucks. All work done
753-0708 767.4767.
With special features kke:
-Realty
Kopperud
•4 Level Memory. Simply set it. then forget it. IC.members up to
nace very ecoFOR7.
guaranteed. Call 4.374546.
•
1977 white Grand Prix with
for directions and
four different cooking instructions. Automatically.
nomical utilities,
red
top
low
• Delay Stan. Lets you set the oven in the AM to cook dinner
mileage
ex•
MOBILE HOME
acres wooded property.
all other details.
in the PM.
good location on 3Kirby
Jennings Trail cellent condition loaded ANCHORS underpinn
ATTENTION
•Automatic Thermometer. Cooks to the exact temperature you
$3250.
Call
436-2682
after
5
quiet
street.
Now
ing, roof's sealed, patio
area, close to lake. Askwant. You want medium rare, you get medium rare. It wont let
VETERANS
p.m.
awnings, and house type
you overcook.
offered at only ing $2750. 753.6054.
• 10 Heat Lewis. Ful range versatility.
lust listed this 3
$28,500. Home is Approximately 44 acres 1977 Oldsmobile 4 door Toots for mobile homes.
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Hot Tub Fever American Version OfJapanese Bathhouse
At Hot Tub Fever, once
the door to a private room
is shut, the rest of the
world is a thousand miles
away. Hot tubbers can
idle away their time soaking in a five-foot tub while
listening to taped music,
lounging on a rubber
hammock slung over the
tub, playing backgammon on a floating board
or relaxing in the sauna.
For Dedra, 19, and
Miguel, 21, both students,
it was their first time at
the place. "I really en-

joyed it," Dedra said. "It
was different and
relaxing."
Another couple, Sharon
and Wayne, both in their
late 30s, came beeause it
was something out of the
ordinary. "We usually go
to the movies," she said.
The weekend action is
not restricted to just
single couples.
Carole Cook invited her
husband, Jim, who just
turned 34, to Hot Tub
Fever as a birthday
present.

For the true hedonist
interested in more than
just relaxation, there is
the V.I.P. room which
has the added attraction
of a fireplace, built-in color television set with
remote control and
videotape machine,
bathroom complete with
bidet, and backdoor entrance for those
celebrities who wish to go
unnoticed.
"We've had office parties in the V.I.P room,"
said owner Steven

Freedberg, adding that
he gets a lot of V.I.P.
business from the movie
and record industry.
The 39-year-old
Freedberg, who used to
be in the packing
business, says his
average customer is between 18 and 45 and stays
between 1% and two
hours, although the
record was 12 hours and
40 minutes.
He said business is
brisk on Friday and
Saturday nights from

about 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.The
club is open until 6 a.m.
on weekends and until 3
a.m. Monday through
Friday.
Hot Tub Fever offers
various fruit juices to its
guests, but patrons can
bring their own more
spirited refreshments if
they desire, Freedberg
says.
Hot Tub Fever Inc.,
which is owned by
Freedberg and several
other partners, invested
$500,000 to renovate the

building.
The initial capital
outlay has kept a lot of
competition out of the
market for now,with only
a handful of clubs located
primarily in northern and
southern parts of the
state.
Hot Tub Fever's main
competitor in the Los
Angeles area is Le Hot
Tub Club, a smaller
$250,000 establishment
with only six rooms and a
low-key setting. The
building is wedged in bet-

ween a YWCA and a
small retail business.
There is no large lobby
where customers can
wait, and patrons must
make reservations specifying bow long ',key plan
to stay.
To owner Larry Davis,
hot tub establishments
are "the American
version of the Japanese
bathhouse." The bearded
34-year-old entrepreneur
— who got into the
aquarium business 17

years ago, branched into
retailing hot tubs four
years ago and started
renting them two years
ago — says the club gets a
lot of stag parties and
anniversary parties.
"We get women from
Century City who don't
want to eat lunch,so thei
will come in groups during their lunch hour,soak
and gossip," Davis said.
In the evening they are
replaced by businessmen,he said.

LIGHTS: 8 pg."tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine, FILTERS: 15 mg."tar", 1.3 mg. nicotine, ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
The recorded European
organ lecture and slide
presentation by John
Winter, retired professor
of music at Murray
State University, and
scheduled for Monday
night, Dec. 7, in the
Special Collections
Library at the university,
has been postponed.
The ewvent, sponsored
by the Associates of the
Libraries at Murray
State, has been rescheduled for 8 p.m. Monday, Jan. 1, in the
originally-scheduled

location, the Great Room
of the Special Collections
Library
Winter, who served
briefly as interim dean of
the College of Creative
Expression at the university, retired in 1979 after
more than 30 years on the
faculty.
There will be no charge
for the program, which
deals with Winter's
research of antique'
organs,some dating back
for several centuries, and
recordings made as he
played them.

Wind Ensemble
Schedules Concert
• Murray State University's 50-piece Wind
Ensemble under the
direction of Dr. Gerald L.
Welker, director of
bands, will present its annual fall concert on the
campus on Tuesdayeven'rig, Dec.8.
Free and open to the
public, the program will
begin at 8 p.m. in the
ballroom of the University Center.
Ray Smith, assistant
professor of music, will
be the featured soloist for
a performance of
Vivaldi's "Piccolo Concerto."
Other music will include "Aegean Festival
Overture" by Andreas
Makris, "The Valley of
the Bells" by Ravel,

Ray Smith
"Caccia and Chorale" by
Clifton Williams and
"Russian Christmas
Music" by Alfred Reed,
called by Welker "one of
the most majestic works
in the entire band repertoire."
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